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“To be active, well, happy, implies rare courage.
To be ready to fight in a duel or a battle implies
desperation, or that you hold your life cheap.”
— Henry Thoreau
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1598
At about this point several expeditions set out from the Netherlands to China and Japan, by various routes.
Pieter van den Hagen and Johan van der Veken sent out an expedition consisting of 5 ships and 494 men that
was to reach the east by way of the Straits of Magelhaes (Magellan). The ships with their captains were: Hoop
(“Hope”) under Captain Jacques Mahu, leader of the expedition; Liefde (“Love”) under Captain Simon de
Cordes, the 2d-in-command; Geloof (“Belief”) under Captain Gerrit van Beuningen; Trouwe (“Faith”) under
Captain Van Boekhout; and Blijde Boodschap (“Happy Message,” the Dutch translation of “Gospel”) under
Captain Sebald de Weert.
Hideyoshi of Japan died after trying a 2d time to invade Korea.
Xu Guangqi (1562-1633), who had failed in his 1st try at the doctoral level of examination in the mandarin
system of promotion of China, the jinshi exam, and was looking for a belief system that would supplement
Confucianism (Ruxue)1 while replacing Buddhism, accepted instruction by the Jesuit fathers in the Christian
faith.
CHINESE CHRISTIANITY

1. Since Confucius himself had not claimed to be a creator, but merely a transmitter of traditional teachings, even to ascribe these
teachings to him as we do in the West by using a form of his name is fundamentally un-Confucian. The word that is used in Chinese
means merely “the teachings of the literati” and makes no explicit reference to Master K’ung.
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1600
Shortly after meeting Matteo Ricci, Xu Guangqi (1562-1633), who had failed in his 1st try at the doctoral level
of examination in the mandarin system of promotion in China, the jinshi exam, and had accepted instruction
by the Jesuit fathers in the Christian faith, had a dream in which there were three temples. The first of these
temples was a shrine to God and the second to God’s son, while the third was empty. After his training in
Christianity, Xu would come to realize that the Sacred Trinity of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit had visited him
in this vision.
CHINESE CHRISTIANITY
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1601
In Nanjing, shortly after for a second time failing his final jinshi mandarin examination, Xu Guangqi saw a
painting of the Madonna with Christ child and asked for Christian baptism. He would forecast that in China
Christianity would be able to “supplement Confucianism and displace Buddhism” (bu Ru yi Fo).
CHINESE CHRISTIANITY
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1602
Yang Tingyun (1557-1627) met Matteo Ricci in Beijing, China, but at this initial contact was not particularly
impressed by Christianity.
CHINESE CHRISTIANITY
The cornerstone of the Church of St. Paul in Macau was laid. (The church would burn in 1835, but the façade,
as seen below, still survives.)

CHINESE CHRISTIANITY
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1605
A young Chinese Jew, Ngai, during a visit to the Jesuit missionary Matteo Ricci, declared that he worshiped
one God, and on seeing at the mission a picture of the Virgin and child, supposed it to be a portrait of Rebecca
with Esau or Jacob. He was of the Jewish community of K’ai-feng, capital of Ho-nan province, a community
which consisted of but ten or twelve families that believed they had been there for five or six centuries. The
synagogue (Li-pai-sze) building in K’ai-feng was oriented toward the east, and they had many books (some of
which would be published in facsimile at Shanghai in 1851 CE). A Chinese Christian convert went to K’aifeng and verified the details of this man Ngai’s story. The Jewish community in K’ai-feng was also
subsequently visited by the Italian Jesuit, Niccolo Longobardo (1565-1655 CE). One tablet at K’ai-feng
alleges that a total of 70 Jewish families had arrived in China during the Sung dynasty (960 CE-1126 CE), and
another tablet alleges that the very first arrivals had been via India and had occurred during the Chou dynasty
(1122 BCE-955 BCE).
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1610
Early in this year in China, in Beijing, after an illness, Li Zhizao (1565-1630) put aside his concubine and
allowed himself to be baptized in the Christian faith.
CHINESE CHRISTIANITY
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1611
The Chinese Christian Li Zhizao resigned from his official mandarin duties in Beijing and returned to his home
in Hangzhou to care for his ailing father.
CHINESE CHRISTIANITY

In Hangzhou in China, Yang Tingyun (1557-1627) was converted to Christianity by Jesuit fathers Lazzaro
Cattaneo (1560-1640) and Nicolas Trigault (1577-1628). After he had sent his concubine, who had given him
two sons, away to a separate dwelling, he was baptized.
CHINESE CHRISTIANITY
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1704
A decision was reached in the Papal city in Rome to condemn Confucian and Buddhist rites as heathen. This
decision would be one ingredient of a cultural mix which would make Christians in China utterly intolerant of
their neighbors, and would thus set up their Tai-p’ing T’ien-kuo or Christian “Central Kingdom of Great
Peace” of the mid-19th Century in South China to indulge in what would become if not the longest then for
sure the bloodiest civil war in the history of the world2 — and then be utterly extirpated to the point at which
today it is not even remembered that once upon a time there were large and influential groups of Christians
in China.3

2. The US civil war would last maybe 5 years, from 1860 into 1865, while this Taiping civil war would last 14 years, from 1850
into 1864, the Muslim rebellion in the northwest of China 16 years, from 1862 into 1878, the Nien rebellion 17 years, from 1851
into 1868, and the “Panthay” rebellion in Yunnan 18 years, from 1855 into 1873. This won’t be the longest civil war on record even
if it will be far longer than our own civil war — it will only be by far the bloodiest at a body count of some 25 million souls.
3. The usual story which is told, of course, is that Westerners are tolerant but Easterners intolerant. The usual story which is told,
of course, is that the superstitious and chauvinist Chinese closed themselves off against us as mere foreign devils. Nobody
remembers that the very first thing that happened was, that we issued a blanket condemnation of anything and everything which
they happened to regard as of significance. Note carefully that both the Chinese Communists of the PRC (People’s Republic of
China, on the mainland) and the Chinese Nationalists of the ROC (Republic of China, on Taiwan) claim to have originated in this
Tai-p’ing nativist resistance movement against the Manchu overlords in Beijing.
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1715
The decision which had been taken in the Papal city in Rome in 1704,
that the Confucian and Buddhist
rites were mere heathenism, at this point was brought to the attention of the Chinese themselves. This would
be one of the influences by which Confucians and Buddhists in China would become utterly intolerant of their
Chinese Christians, known contemptuously as Longhairs, and would thus determine to exterminate the
Christian Tai-p’ing T’ien-kuo or “Central Kingdom of Great Peace” of the mid-19th Century in South China
in what would become the longest and bloodiest civil war in the history of the world.4

4. This cultural extirpation would be so complete that today it is not even remembered, in Christendom, that once upon a time there
had been large and influential groups of Christians in China.
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1811
Dr. John Marshman and Joannes Lassar undertook a task they would not complete until 1820, a translation of
the New Testament into Chinese characters.
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1814
The baptism of Ts’ai Kao, who probably was the 1st Chinese convert to Protestant Christianity.
(Unfortunately, he would not be the last.)
CHINESE CIVIL WAR

FIGURING OUT WHAT AMOUNTS TO A “HISTORICAL CONTEXT” IS WHAT
THE CRAFT OF HISTORICIZING AMOUNTS TO, AND THIS NECESSITATES
DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN THE SET OF EVENTS THAT MUST HAVE
TAKEN PLACE BEFORE EVENT E COULD BECOME POSSIBLE, AND MOST
CAREFULLY DISTINGUISHING THEM FROM ANOTHER SET OF EVENTS
THAT COULD NOT POSSIBLY OCCUR UNTIL SUBSEQUENT TO EVENT E.

Christians kill Buddhists
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January 1, Saturday: On the New York side of the Niagara River, Youngstown, Lewiston, Manchester,
Schlosser, Black Rock, and Buffalo had been put to the torch. By holding Fort Niagara the British were in
control not only of the mouth of the river but also of a safe haven for their warships and supply vessels.
The Emperor Napoléon replied favorably to the allied offer of December 15th.
Hung Hsiu Ch’üan
was born. After being disappointed in the Confucian civil service
examinations, he would have visions and come to the conclusion that he must be Jesus Christ’s younger brother
on a mission to redeem China (don’t laugh, 25,000,000 Chinese are going to die rancid deaths on account of
this fantasizing).5
CHINESE CIVIL WAR
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 1st of 1st M 1814 / Recd this eveng a leter from my
beloved friend Micajah Collins Dated 12 M 23rd - which was a
very agreeable NewYears gift.——6
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

5. For all that he was JC’s little brother, this guy wouldn’t actually have much use for anything peculiar to the New Testament —
such as for instance kindness, or forgiveness, or redemption. Instead his Christianity was going to be long on obedience, and proper
worshipfulness, and his dad was to be construed as a God of vengeance. But the Tai-p’ings did have a useful list of prohibitions:
there was to be no prostitution in their Kingdom of Heaven, or even divorce, there was to be no enslavement or even foot-binding,
there was to be no recreational use of opium or wine or tobacco — and of course there was to be no gambling! Both the Chinese
Communists of the PRC (People’s Republic of China, on the mainland) and the Chinese Nationalists of the ROC (Republic of China,
on Taiwan) now claim that they originated as this nativist resistance movement against the Manchu overlords in Beijing.
6. Stephen Wanton Gould Diary, 1812-1815: The Gould family papers are stored under control number 2033 at the Division of Rare
and Manuscript Collections of Cornell University Library, Box 7 Folder 11 for July 1, 1812-August 20, 1815; also on microfilm,
see Series 7
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1816
Liang Fa, a Chinese engraver of woodblocks working for Dr. Robert Morrison, accepted baptism as a
Christian. Eventually he would serve as an ordained minister.

THE FALLACY OF MOMENTISM: THIS STARRY UNIVERSE DOES NOT
CONSIST OF A SEQUENCE OF MOMENTS. THAT IS A FIGMENT, ONE WE
HAVE RECOURSE TO IN ORDER TO PRIVILEGE TIME OVER CHANGE,
A PRIVILEGING THAT MAKES CHANGE SEEM UNREAL, DERIVATIVE, A
MERE APPEARANCE. IN FACT IT IS CHANGE AND ONLY CHANGE WHICH
WE EXPERIENCE AS REALITY, TIME BEING BY WAY OF RADICAL
CONTRAST UNEXPERIENCED — A MERE INTELLECTUAL CONSTRUCT.
THERE EXISTS NO SUCH THING AS A MOMENT. NO INSTANT HAS EVER
FOR AN INSTANT EXISTED.

Christians kill Buddhists
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1847
April: Hung Hsiu Ch’üan
the scholar-manque would study Christianity for a couple of months under the
tutelage of a Reverend Issachar J. Roberts
, a Tennessee Baptist who had been in China since 1837, and
then (upon being belatedly informed that his new status in the Christian community would definitely not
include his being the recipient of any pecuniary compensation whatever) joined the movement known as the
Pai Shang-ti Hui or The God Worshipers’ Society which had been initiated among the peasantry of Kwangsi
province by his friend Feng Yün-shan
. He would become successful beyond the wildest dreams of
any Tennessee Baptist, as the T’ien-wang –the Heavenly King– of a far-flung Chinese Christian movement.
He would be able to plot an entire galaxy of stars in his heavenly crown right up to the point at which, at the
unfortunate conclusion of the largest and bloodiest civil war our planet has ever known, he would need to off
himself.

THE TAEPING REBELLION
Andrew Twombly Foss became an agent of the Baptist Church North. He would later serve the American AntiSlavery Society and the Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Society as an agent, lecturing widely in the North and
West till the US Civil War. (There is an article by Guy S. Rix on his life, at The New England Historic
Genealogical Society.)
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1850
July:

In South China began what would prove to be the longest and bloodiest Civil War of which we have ever had
any information: Hung Hsiu Ch’üan
the younger brother of Jesus H. Christ and his friend Feng
Yün-shan
led their Pai Shang-ti Hui or God Worshipers’ Society of impoverished Chinese Christian
peasants of mountainous Kwangsi province into what we would come to term, untranslated, the Taiping
rebellion or Chinese Civil War:
Many of the first Taiping converts were of the mountain tribes of
Kwangsi, whom the Chinese call Miao-tze.... These Miao-tze tribes of
the Kwangsi, whom ethnologists suppose to be of Caucasian race, had
never completely submitted to Manchu rule. They wore the ancient
Chinese national dress and had long hair.
The Miao people do not make use of Chinese ideograms but inscribe their language in the Latin alphabet.
Because of these “Caucasians” with their long hair and standoffish ways, the resulting civil war would also
be known in China as the “Longhair Rebellion.”

These Chinese Christians were not the sort of people you’d want to meet in a dark alley. They took their
holiness very seriously. On the next screen –as action figures which you can purchase to enable the imagination
of your child– they are dealing with somebody whom they have decided had done wrong, or was believing
wrong, or had maybe been insufficiently sincere.

LIFE IS LIVED FORWARD BUT UNDERSTOOD BACKWARD?
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— NO, THAT’S GIVING TOO MUCH TO THE HISTORIAN’S STORIES.
LIFE ISN’T TO BE UNDERSTOOD EITHER FORWARD OR BACKWARD.
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August: Things were getting stranger and stranger. An alliance was being arranged between the Taiping or Chinese
Christian Longhairs and another grouping in South China, known as the Triad Society. This secret group of
freedom fighters was to be accepted into the Christian ranks on condition that they would conform to the
worship of God, and so Hung Hsiu Ch’üan
sent out two teachers to each of the eight subdivisions
of the Triads, to instruct them in the true faith. Unfortunately, shortly afterward, the younger brother of Jesus
Christ ordered that one of these sixteen Christian teachers of his, who had proved to be of lower than expected
moral fiber, be publicly beheaded as an Ananias-style warning to all in the Pai Shang-ti Hui God Worshipers’
Society. Now, the Triads had had a rule of long standing in among their “Words of Exhortation,” a rule of great
forgiveness. The Triad rule had been “If people insult you, injure you, revile you, — how ought you to take it?
You ought to bear it, suffer it, endure it, and forgive it.” When the Triads saw this man being beheaded for what
they considered a minor offense, they saw that these Christians were not going to abide by this rule of
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forgiveness of theirs, or anything remotely resembling it, and so they abandoned their hopes of an affiliation
and allied themselves instead with the Ch’ing authorities out of Beijing.

These scary Christians, even the gangsters can’t cope with them! After recording a long list of the various
peasant messiahs that had beset China down through the millennia, Ian Buruma, a modern author, cites this
particular little brother of Jesus of the middle of the 19th Century as the one whose “crusade left 20 million
dead. Mao Zedong fitted quite neatly in this long line of peasant messiahs. Like his predecessors, he led a rural
revolt to expel the barbarians, punish evildoers, and unite the empire. He abhorred superstition, but his version
of “scientific socialism” would reach the same degree of religious frenzy as Hong’s Heavenly Kingdom” (page
xiv, Ian Buruma. BAD ELEMENTS: CHINESE REBELS FROM LOS ANGELES TO BEIJING. NY: Random House,
2001).
CHINESE CIVIL WAR

WHAT I’M WRITING IS TRUE BUT NEVER MIND
YOU CAN ALWAYS LIE TO YOURSELF
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1851
January 1, Wednesday: The Pai shang-ti hui or Christian “Association of the Worshipers of God” was founded among
the group known as Hakka or “guest settlers,” by Hung Hsiu Ch’üan
and his executive organizer
Feng Yün-shan
. There would soon be a dust-up between this Han grouping which was migrating out
of Central China into Kwantung and Kwangsi provinces and the primary inhabitants of South China.

This dust-up would be similar in many respects to the conflict between Protestants and Catholics in Ireland
later in the 19th Century, except that it would be happening between the Taiping or Chinese Christian
Longhairs and Confucian Buddhist Chinese.
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The great Chinese Civil War between South China and North China was beginning and would become the
longest and bloodiest such civil war of which we have any record — our own long and bloody civil war of
1861-1865 not excepted. Some 25,000,000 Chinese would be slaughtered and the destruction of the Chinese
Christian culture in South China would be so thorough that now we “here in Christendom”
a.) are generally not aware that such a Chinese Christian community ever existed, or
b.) presume that because the people involved were Chinese (Christians are normatively, of course,
as we are all perfectly well aware, decent white people!), simply could not have been of the “actual”
or “real” Christian faith as we know it and love it “here in Christendom.”
Instead of referring to them as Christians we adopt untranslated their term for Jesus’s “Kingdom of God,”
their ideal condition of being, Tai-p’ing T’ien-kuo or “Heavenly Kingdom of Great Peace,”
and designate them merely as “the Taipings.” They were millennialist fundamentalists who, like primitive
Christians in the Mediterranean area, practiced communalism —and this made them disrespectful of the
general Chinese cultural tradition— but they were also ethnically Han and vigorously opposed to such
foreigners as the Manchu emperor in Beijing.

MILLENNIALISM

The Buddhist and Confucian forces of Beijing would use the motto “Honor the Emperor by Resisting
Barbarians” (Zun Wang Rang Yi
).7

7. The motto that would be used against Christians during the Boxer rebellion of the early 20th Century would be similar,
“Revive the Qing and Destroy the Foreigners” (Fu Qing Mie Yang
).
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This chap who was considering himself the younger brother of Jesus Christ had thirty concubines and wives
but was not the only person being designated to rule over the Chinese, in this critical year of 1851. In North
China, the young lady who would for half a century rule over the Central Kingdom from one suite of the
Forbidden City in Beijing was being selected as 1 imperial concubine of a total of 11, effective as soon as the
new emperor Hsien Feng had completed his obligatory period of sexless mourning for his father Tao Kuan. As
an economy measure due to the financial straits of the Central Kingdom, the new emperor was to have but 1
empress rather than the traditional complete set of 3, but 2 consorts of the 2d class rather than the traditional
complete set of 9, and but 11 concubines such as this particular young lady rather than the traditional complete
set of 81.

DO I HAVE YOUR ATTENTION? GOOD.
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January 11, Saturday: Neujahrslied op.144 for chorus and orchestra by Robert Schumann to words of Rückert
was performed for the first time, in Düsseldorf.
In Kwangsi, Christian Hung Hsiu Ch’üan
declared himself king of the Heavenly Kingdom of
Great Peace, thus beginning the Taiping Rebellion and the bloodiest civil war that has ever been fought
anywhere anytime on the surface of this planet.
“The little brother of Jesus told me to kill you.”

Our Perennial Quest to Do Harm So Good Will Come
English Civil War
Chinese Civil War
Secession from the Union

1640-1649
1850-1864
1862-1865

“To be active, well, happy, implies rare courage.
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To be ready to fight in a duel or a battle implies
desperation, or that you hold your life cheap.”
— Henry Thoreau
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September 25, Thursday: His troops having invested his first real city, the city of Yongan in Guangxi province,
the Chinese younger brother of Jesus Christ, Hung Hsiu Ch’üan
, declared his new
Chinese Christian dynasty for the Celestial Kingdom.8
Shades of the Little Red Book of the Red Guards of the 20th Century: every new recruit in this outfit
was being checked three weeks after their acceptance into the group, for his or her ability to recite the
Ten Commandments — and the penalty for hesitation or error was specified as death.

8. Western histories, inexplicably, as if they were struggling to obstruct communication rather than facilitate it, rather than referring
to this group as Christians, tend instead to adopt untranslated their term for Jesus’s “Kingdom of God,” their ideal condition of
being, Tai-p’ing T’ien-kuo or “Central Kingdom of Great Peace,” designating these folks merely as “the Taipings.”
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The Christians were immediately besieged in this city by the Confucian Buddhist army of the Beijingbased Ch’ing
emperor of China.

entered his newly
October 1, Wednesday: In China, the Chinese Christian leader Hung Hsiu Ch’üan
conquered city of Yongan in the Guangxi province and of course issued a stern warning that all booty was to
be turned over to the central authority.
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November 17, Monday: Hung Hsiu Ch’üan
, the leader of the Chinese Christian Army, a most dedicated
disciplinarian, declared that henceforward each of the sergeants of his army would be keeping a written record
of the individual performance of each of the soldiers assigned to him, and marking a “0” for each satisfactory
performance or a “+” for an unsatisfactory performance. Presumably those Christian warriors who
accumulated the sign of the cross eventually were taken to be executed.

On about this day, Herman Melville wrote to Nathaniel Hawthorne:
My Dear Hawthorne, —
People think that if a man has undergone any hardship, he should
have a reward; but for my part, if I have done the hardest
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possible day’s work, and then come to sit down in a corner and
eat my supper comfortably — why, then I don’t think I deserve
any reward for my hard day’s work — for am I not now at peace?
Is not my supper good? My peace and my supper are my reward, my
dear Hawthorne. So your joy-giving and exultation-breeding
letter is not my reward for my ditcher’s work with that book,
but is the good goddess’s bonus over and above what was
stipulated — for not one man in five cycles, who is wise, will
expect appreciative recognition from his fellows, or any one of
them. Appreciation! Recognition! Is love appreciated? Why, ever
since Adam, who has got to the meaning of this great allegory —
the world? Then we pygmies must be content to have our paper
allegories but ill comprehended. I say your appreciation is my
glorious gratuity. In my proud, humble way, — a shepherd-king,
— I was lord of a little vale in the solitary Crimea; but you
have now given me the crown of India. But on trying it on my
head, I found it fell down on my ears, notwithstanding their
asinine length — for it’s only such ears that sustain such
crowns. Your letter was handed me last night on the road going
to Mr. Morewood’s, and I read it there. Had I been at home, I
would have sat down at once and answered it. In me divine
maganimities are spontaneous and instantaneous — catch them
while you can. The world goes round, and the other side comes
up. So now I can’t write what I felt. But I felt pantheistic
then — your heart beat in my ribs and mine in yours, and both
in God’s. A sense of unspeakable security is in me this moment,
on account of your having understood the book. I have written a
wicked book, and feel spotless as the lamb. Ineffable
socialities are in me. I would sit down and dine with you and
all the gods in old Rome’s Pantheon. It is a strange feeling —
no hopefulness is in it, no despair. Content — that is it; and
irresponsibility; but without licentious inclination. I speak
now of my profoundest sense of being, not of an incidental
feeling. Whence come you, Hawthorne? By what right do you drink
from my flagon of life? And when I put it to my lips — lo, they
are yours and not mine. I feel that the Godhead is broken up
like the bread at the Supper, and that we are the pieces. Hence
this infinite fraternity of feeling. Now, sympathizing with the
paper, my angel turns over another page. you did not care a penny
for the book. But, now and then as you read, you understood the
pervading thought that impelled the book — and that you praised.
Was it not so? You were archangel enough to despise the imperfect
body, and embrace the soul. Once you hugged the ugly Socrates
because you saw the flame in the mouth, and heard the rushing
of the demon, — the familiar, — and recognized the sound; for
you have heard it in your own solitudes. My dear Hawthorne, the
atmospheric skepticisms steal into me now, and make me doubtful
of my sanity in writing you thus. But, believe me, I am not mad,
most noble Festus! But truth is ever incoherent, and when the
big hearts strike together, the concussion is a little stunning.
Farewell. Don’t write a word about the book. That would be
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robbing me of my miserly delight. I am heartily sorry I ever
wrote anything about you — it was paltry. Lord, when shall we
be done growing? As long as we have anything more to do, we have
done nothing. So, now, let us add Moby Dick to our blessing, and
step from that. Leviathan is not the biggest fish; — I have heard
if Krakens. This is a long letter, but you are not at all bound
to answer it. Possibly, if you do answer it, and direct it to
Herman Melville, you will missend it — for the very fingers that
now guide this pen are not precisely the same that just took it
up and put it on this paper. Lord, when shall we be done
changing? Ah! it’s a long stage, and no inn in sight, and night
coming, and the body cold. But with you for a passenger, I am
content and can be happy. I shall leave the world, I feel, with
more satisfaction for having come to know you. Knowing you
persuades me more than the Bible of our immortality. What a pity,
that, for your plain, bluff letter, you should get such
gibberish! Mention me to Mrs. Hawthorne and to the children, and
so, good-by to you, with my blessing. Herman. P.S. I can’t stop
yet. If the world was entirely made up of Magians, I’ll tell you
what I should do. I should have a paper-mill established at one
end of the house, and so have an endless riband of foolscap
rolling in upon my desk; and upon that endless riband I should
write a thousand — a million — billion thoughts, all under the
form of a letter to you. The divine magnet is on you, and my
magnet responds. Which is the biggest? A foolish question — they
are One. H.
P.P.S. Don’t think that by writing me a letter, you shall always
be bored with an immediate reply to it — and so keep both of us
delving over a writing-desk eternally. No such thing! I sh’n’t
always answer your letters, and you may do just as you please.

As part of an attempt to cool tensions between Spain and the United States after the events of last
August, Louis Moreau Gottschalk was invited by the royal family to a soirée at the palace in Madrid.
November 17, Monday: All things tend to flow to him who can make the best use of them, even away
from their legal owner. A thief finding with the property of the Italian Naturalist Donati, whom he had robbed
abroad, a collection of rare African seeds, forwarded them to Linnaeus from Marseilles. Donati suffered
shipwreck and never returned.
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December 4: The Chinese Christian ruler Hung Hsiu Ch’üan
, invested in his newly conquered city of
Yongan in the Guangxi province of China, created an entire set of highly imaginative hereditary titles for his
Taiping officers and officials. There were not only going to be brutal physical punishments in the
Kingdom of Heaven on earth, there were going to be flowery verbal rewards as well.

CHINESE CIVIL WAR
MILLENNIALISM
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December 10, Wednesday: The Ch’ing forces counterattacked against the Chinese Christian Army in the city of
Yongan in Guangxi province.
This was Zheng Guo-fan, the loyalist Civil War general:
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1852
April 5, Monday: In South China, the Chinese Christian forces of the Tai-p’ing T’ien-kuo or “Central Kingdom of
Great Peace,” 40,000 strong, broke out of the city of Yongan in which they had been encircled by the
Confucian Buddhist army of the Beijing-based Ch’ing emperor and marched on Guilin, the capital of Guangxi
province, laying land mines and boobytraps behind them to delay their pursuers.
Thoreau made no entry in his journal. According to the records of the Concord Town Board for this date, he
was busy making re-surveys of White Pond and Walden Pond for the 1852 map of Concord by engineer
H.F. Walling. $1.00 payment was authorized to Henry D. Thoreau for “expenses for new school,” and $4.00
for surveying “lot 9 for the present Town Hall.”
May 19, Wednesday: The Chinese Christian Army abandoned its siege of Guilin in Guangxi province and marched
into Hunan province.

May 22, Saturday: The Chinese Christian Army took Hsingan.
Henry Thoreau checked out, from Harvard Library, the Reverend William Gilpin’s REMARKS ON FOREST
SCENERY, AND OTHER WOODLAND VIEWS, RELATIVE CHIEFLY TO PICTURESQUE BEAUTY ILLUSTRATED BY THE
SCENES OF NEW FOREST IN HAMPSHIRE. IN THREE BOOKS ... THE THIRD EDITION, IN TWO VOLUMES
(London: Printed for T. Cadell and W. Davies, Strand. 1808).
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May 22. Saturday. On my way to Plymouth, looked at Audubon in the State-House. Saw painted the
red berries of the Arum triphyllum. The pigeon is more red on the breast and more blue than the turtle dove. The
female (and male?) wood thrush spotted the whole length of belly; the hermit thrush not so. The seringo-bird
cannot be the Savannah sparrow. The piping plover has a big head, white breast, and ring neck.
Two kinds of bluets in New York Report.
5 P.M. — Plymouth.
The hill whence Billington discovered the pond. The field plantain in blossom and abundant here. A chickweed
in bloom in Watson's garden. Is it the same that was so early? A yellow flower, apparently a hieraceum, just
ready to blossom. The four-leaved loosestrife, with dark leaves, shows its flower-buds on the ends of its threads.
The mayweed is ready to blossom. [Was it not whiteweed?] The German forget-me-not reminded me of my little
blue flower in the brook.

Per Chambers’s Edinburgh Journal, Vol. 17 New Series, No. 438, issued on this date:
The authoress of WOMAN IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY, known also in this
country by her PAPERS ON LITERATURE AND ART, occupied among her own
people a station as notable as that of De Staël among the French,
or of Rahel von Ense in Germany. Mystic and transcendental as
she was, her writings teem with proof of original power, and are
the expression of a thoughtful and energetic, if also a wayward
and undisciplined, mind. One of the two compilers of these
MEMOIRS (Emerson and W.H. Channing) observes, that his first
impression of her was that of a ‘Yankee Corinna;’ and such is
not unlikely to be the last impression of ordinary readers,
ourselves among the number. In a letter, dated 1841, we find her
saying: ‘I feel all Italy glowing beneath the Saxon crust’ — an
apt illustration of her mental structure and tone of sentiment,
compounded of New Worldedness, as represented by Margaret
Fuller, and of the feelings of Southern Europe, as embodied in
the Marchesa Ossoli. Without at this time pausing to review her
literary position, and her influence upon contemporary minds,
we proceed to draw from these interesting, but frequently
eccentric and extravagantly worded Memoirs, a sketch of her
remarkable life-history.
Margaret Fuller was born at Cambridge-Port, Massachusetts, in
May 1810. Her father was a shrewd, practical, hard-headed
lawyer, whose love for his wife ‘was the green spot on which he
stood apart from the commonplaces of a mere bread-winning,
bread-bestowing existence.’ That wife is described as a fair and
flower-like nature, bound by one law with the blue sky, the dew,
and the frolic birds. ‘Of all persons whom I have known, she had
in her most of the angelic — of that spontaneous love for every
living thing, for man, and beast, and tree, which restores the
Golden Age.’9 Mr Fuller, in undertaking the education of his
daughter, committed the common error of excessive stimulation —
thinking to gain time by forwarding the intellect as early as
possible. He was himself a scholar, and hoped to make her the
heir of all he knew, and of as much more as might be elsewhere
9. MEMOIRS OF MARGARET FULLER OSSOLI. 3 vols. London: Bentley. 1852.
Mr Fuller’s AUTOBIOGRAPHY, which comprises the first sixty pages of these MEMOIRS.
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attained. He was a severe and exacting disciplinarian, and
permanently marred the nervous system of his child by the system
he adopted of requiring her to recite her tasks on his return
home at night, which was frequently very late. Hence a premature
development of the brain, which, while it made her a youthful
prodigy by day — one such youthful prodigy, it has been justly
said, is often the pest of a whole neighbourhood — rendered her
the nightly victim of spectral illusions, somnambulism, &c.;
checked her growth; and eventually brought on continual
headaches, weakness, and various nervous affections. As soon as
the light was removed from her chamber at night, this ill-tended
girl was haunted by colossal faces, that advanced slowly towards
her, the eyes dilating, and each feature swelling loathsomely
as they came; till at last, when they were about to close upon
her, she started up with a shriek, which drove them away, but
only to return when she lay down again. ‘No wonder the child
arose and walked in her sleep, moaning all over the house, till
once, when they heard her, and came and waked her, and she told
what she had dreamed, her father sharply bade her “leave off
thinking of such nonsense, or she would be crazy” — never knowing
that he was himself the cause of all these horrors of the night.’
Her home seems to have been deficient in the charms and
associations appropriate to childhood. Finding no relief from
without, her already overexcited mind was driven for refuge from
itself to the world of books. She tells us she was taught Latin
and English grammar at the same time; in Latin, which she began
to read at six years old, her father, and subsequently a tutor,
trained her to a high degree of precision, expecting her to
understand the mechanism of the language thoroughly, and to
translate it tersely and unhesitatingly, with the definite
clearness of one perfectly au fait in the philosophy of the
classics. Thus she became imbued with an abiding interest in the
genius of old Rome — ‘the power of will, the dignity of a fixed
purpose’ — where man takes a ‘noble bronze in camps and battlefields,’ his brow well furrowed by the ‘wrinkles of council,’
and his eye ‘cutting its way like the sword;’ and thence she
loved to escape, at Ovid’s behest, to the enchanted gardens of
the Greek mythology, to the gods and nymphs born of the sunbeam,
the wave, the shadows on the hill — delighted to realise in those
Greek forms the faith of a refined and intense childhood.
Reading was now to her a habit and a passion. Its only rival
attraction was the ‘dear little garden’ behind the house, where
the best hours of her lonely child-life were spent. Within the
house, everything, she says, was socially utilitarian; her books
told of a proud world, but in another temper were the teachings
of the little garden, where her thoughts could lie callow in the
nest, and only be fed and kept warm, not called to fly or sing
before the time. A range of blue hills, at about twelve miles’
distance, allured her to reverie, and bred within her thoughts
not too deep for tears. The books which exercised most power
over her at this period were Shakspeare, Cervantes, and Molière
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— all three students of the ‘natural history of man,’ and
inspired by fact, not fancy; reconstructing the world from
materials which they collected on every side, not spinning from
the desires of their own special natures; and accordingly
teaching her, their open-eyed disciple, to distrust all
invention which is not based on a wide experience, but, as she
confesses, also doing her harm, since the child, fed with meat
instead of milk, becomes too soon mature. For a few months, this
bookish life was interrupted, or varied, by the presence of an
English lady, whom Margaret invested with ideal perfections as
her ‘first friend,’ and whom she worshipped as a star from the
east — a morning-star; and at whose departure she fell into a
profound depression. Her father sought to dispel this rooted
melancholy, by sending her to school — a destiny from which her
whole nature revolted, as something alien to its innermost being
and cherished associations. To school, however, she went, and
at first captivated, and then scandalised her fellow-pupils by
her strange ways. Now, she surprised them by her physical
faculty of rivalling the spinning dervishes of the East — now,
by declaiming verses, and acting a whole répertoire of parts,
both laughter-raising and tear-compelling — now, by waking in
the night, and cheating her restlessness by inventions that
alternately diverted and teased her companions. She was always
devising means to infringe upon the school-room routine. This
involved her at last in a trouble, from which she was only
extricated by the judicious tenderness of her teacher — the
circumstances attending which ‘crisis’ are detailed at length
in her story of ‘Mariana.’
Her personal appearance at this time, and for some following
years, is described by one of her friends as being that of a
blooming girl of a florid complexion and vigorous health, with
a tendency to robustness, which she unwisely endeavoured to
suppress or conceal at the price of much future suffering. With
no pretensions to beauty then, or at any time, her face was one
that attracted, but baffled physiognomical art. ‘She escaped the
reproach of positive plainness, by her blond and abundant hair,
by her excellent teeth, by her sparkling, busy eyes, which,
though usually half-closed from near-sightedness, shot piercing
glances at those with whom she conversed, and, most of all, by
the very peculiar and graceful carriage of her head and neck.’
In conversation she was already distinguished, though addicted
to ‘quizzing’ — the not unreasonable ground of unpopularity with
her female friends. Emerson alludes to her dangerous reputation
for satire, which, in addition to her great scholarship, made
the women dislike one who despised them, and the men cavil at
her as ‘carrying too many guns.’ A fragment from a letter in her
sixteenth year will illustrate her pursuits at that period: —
‘I rise a little before five, walk an hour, and then practise
on the piano till seven, when we breakfast. Next, I read French
— Sismondi’s Literature of Southern Europe — till eight; then,
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two or three lectures in Brown’s Philosophy. About half-past
nine, I go to Mr Perkins’s school, and study Greek till twelve,
when, the school being dismissed, I recite, go home, and
practise again till dinner, at two. Sometimes, if the
conversation is very agreeable, I lounge for half an hour over
the dessert, though rarely so lavish of time. Then, when I can,
I read two hours in Italian, but I am often interrupted. At six,
I walk, or take a drive. Before going to bed, I play or sing,
for half an hour or so, to make all sleepy, and, about eleven,
retire to write a little while in my journal, exercises on what
I have read, or a series of characteristics which I am filling
up according to advice.’ Greek, French, Italian, metaphysics,
and private authorship — pretty well for a miss in her teens,
and surely a promissory-note on the bas bleu joint-stock
company! — a note which she discharged in full when it became
due. Next year (1826), we find her studying Mme de Staël,
Epictetus, Milton, Racine, and Spanish ballads, ‘with great
delight.’ Anon she is engrossed with the elder Italian poets,
from Berni down to Pulci and Politian; then with Locke and the
ontologists; then with the opera omnia of Sir William Temple.
She pursued at this time no systematic study, but ‘read with the
heart, and was learning more from social experience than from
books.’ The interval of her life, between sixteen and twentyfive, is characterised by one of her biographers as a period of
‘preponderating sentimentality, of romance and dreams, of
yearning and of passion.’ While residing at Cambridge, she
suffered from profound despondency — conscious of the want of a
home for her heart. A sterner schooling awaited her at Groton,
whither her father removed in 1833. Here he died suddenly of
cholera in 1835. Now she was taught the miserable perplexities
of a family that has lost its head, and was called to tread a
path for which, as she says, she had no skill and no call, except
that it must be trodden by some one, and she alone was ready.
In 1836 she went to Boston, to teach Latin and French in an
academy of local repute; and in the ensuing year she accepted a
‘very favourable offer,’ to become ‘lady-superior’ in an
educational institution at Providence, where she seems to have
exercised an influence analogous to that of Dr Arnold at Rugby
— treating her pupils as ladies, and thus making them anxious
to prove that they deserved to be so treated.
By this time, she had attracted around her many and devoted
friends. Her conversational powers were of a high order, by
common consent. Mr Hedge describes her speech as remarkably
fluent and correct; but deriving its strength not from fluency,
choice diction, wit, or sentiment, but from accuracy of
statement, keen discrimination, and a certain weight of
judgment; together with rhetorical finish, it had an air of
spontaneity which made it seem the grace of the moment: so that
he says, ‘I do not remember that the vulgar charge of talking
“like a book” was ever fastened upon her, although, by her
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precision, she might seem to have incurred it.’ The excitement
of the presence of living persons seems to have energised her
whole being. ‘I need to be called out,’ are her words, ‘and never
think alone, without imagining some companion. It is my habit,
and bespeaks a second-rate mind.’ And again: ‘After all, this
writing,’ she says in a letter, ‘is mighty dead. Oh, for my dear
old Greeks, who talked everything — not to shine as in the
Parisian saloons, but to learn, to teach, to vent the heart, to
clear the head!’ Mr Alcott of Boston considered her the most
brilliant talker of the day. Miss Martineau was fascinated by
the same charm. It is thus characterised by the author of
Representative Men: ‘Talent, memory, wit, stern introspection,
poetic play, religion, the finest personal feeling, the aspects
of the future, each followed each in full activity, and left me,
I remember, enriched and sometimes astonished by the gifts of
my guest.’ Her self-complacency staggered many at first — as
when she spoke, in the quietest manner, of the girls she had
formed, the young men who owed everything to her, the fine
companions she had long ago exhausted. ‘I now know,’ she has
been heard to say in the coolest style, ‘all the people worth
knowing in America, and I find no intellect comparable to my
own.’ Well may Mr Emerson talk of her letting slip phrases that
betrayed the presence of ‘a rather mountainous ME.’ Such phrases
abound in her conversation and correspondence — mountainous
enough to be a hill of offence to the uninitiated and
untranscendental. At anyrate, there was no affectation in this;
she thoroughly believed in her own superiority; her subscription
to that creed was implicit and ex animo. Nor do we detect
affectation in her most notable vagaries and crotchets. She
loved the truth, and spoke it out — we were about to write,
manfully; and why not? At heart, she was, to use the words of
an intimate and discerning friend, a right brave and heroic
woman — shrinking from no duty because of feeble nerves.
Numerous illustrations of this occur in the volumes before us.
Thus we find her going from a bridal of passing joyfulness to
attend a near relative during a formidable surgical operation —
or drawing five hundred dollars to bestow, on a New-York ‘ne’erdo-weel,’ half-patriot, half-author, always in such depths of
distress, and with such squadrons of enemies that no charity
could relieve, no intervention save him.
In 1839, she removed from Groton, with her mother and family,
to Jamaica Plain, a few miles from Boston; and thence, shortly,
to Cambridge and New York. Boston, however, was her point
d’appui, and in it she formed acquaintances of every class, the
most utilitarian and the most idealistic. In 1839, she published
a translation of Goethe’s Conversations with Eckermann; in 1841,
the Letters of Bettina; in 1843, the Summer on the Lakes — a
narrative of her tour to Lake Superior and Michigan. During the
same period she was editor of the Dial, since conducted by
Emerson and Ripley, and in which appeared her papers on Goethe
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and Beethoven, the Rhine, the Romaic Ballads, John Sterling’s
Poems, &c.
Exhausted by continuous exertion in teaching and writing for the
press, Miss Fuller, in 1844, sought refreshment and health in
change of scene; and, desiring rather new employments than
cessation from work, she accepted a liberal offer from Mr Horace
Greeley of New York, to become a regular contributor to the
Tribune; and for that purpose to take up her abode in his house,
first spending some time in the Highlands of the Hudson. At New
York, she took an active interest, after Mrs Fry’s manner, in
the various benevolent institutions, and especially the prisons
on Blackwell’s Island. For more than a year she wrote regularly
for the Tribune, ‘always freshly, vigorously, but not always
clearly.’ The notice attracted by her articles insured fresh
hosts of acquaintances, and she became a distinguished character
at Miss Lynch’s réunions, and at literary soirées of a similar
order. In 1846, she left her native land — for ever, as the
melancholy event proved — to join Mr and Mrs Spring in a European
tour. Her letters home contain much pleasant gossip about some
of the Old-World notabilities. Thus she records her interviews
with Wordsworth in his Rydal retreat, with Dr Chalmers, Dr
Andrew Combe, Mr De Quincey, the Howitts, &c. She visited Paris
in the winter, and became acquainted with Lamennais, Béranger,
Mme Dudevant, and others. Thence, in the spring of 1847, she went
to Italy, where she remained until she embarked in 1850 on board
that doomed ship, the Elizabeth. As a resident in Rome, her
safety was seriously imperiled during the French siege of 1849.
She was appointed by the ‘Roman Commission for the succour of
the wounded,’ to the superintendence of an hospital, and all
along took the liveliest interest in the fortunes of Mazzini and
the republic. She was then a wife and a mother, having been
married privately to the Marquis Ossoli, a Roman, ‘of a noble
but impoverished house,’ whom she described, in a letter to her
mother, as ‘not in any respect such a person as people in general
would expect to find with her,’ being a man ‘absolutely ignorant
of books, and with no enthusiasm of character,’ but endowed with
excellent practical sense, a nice sense of duty, native
refinement, and much sweetness of temper. The peculiar
circumstances attending the marriage in that country, and at
that agitated crisis, involved Margaret in numerous afflictions,
and taxed her powers of endurance to the very uttermost.
She had to suffer compulsory separation from husband and child
— the one in hourly peril of a bloody death, the other neglected
and pining away in the hands of strangers: penury, loneliness,
prostrating sickness, and treachery on the part of those around
her, were meanwhile her own lot in the land of strangers. How
this season of trial affected her character, may be inferred
from the remarks of her friend Mrs Story, then sojourning in
Italy, who says, that in Boston she had regarded Margaret as a
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person on intellectual stilts, with a large share of arrogance,
and little sweetness of temper; and adds: ‘How unlike to this
was she now! — so delicate, so simple, confiding, and
affectionate; with a true womanly heart and soul, sensitive and
generous, and, what was to me a still greater surprise,
possessed of so broad a charity, that she could cover with its
mantle the faults and defects of all about her.’ Her devotion
to her husband, and her passionate attachment to her little
Angelo, were exhibited in the liveliest colour: the influence
she exercised, too, by love and sympathy, over Italians of every
class with whom she came in contact, appears of a kind more
tender, chastened, and womanly than that which previously
characterised her. When the republican cause at Rome left no
hope of present restoration, Margaret found a tranquil refuge
in Florence, devoting her mornings to literary labours, and her
evenings to social intercourse with cultivated natives and a few
foreign visitors, among whom the Brownings occupied a
distinguished place. Greatly straitened in means at this time,
the repose she and her husband enjoyed at Florence, in their
small and scantily-furnished room, seems to have been peculiarly
grateful to both. Soon, however, arrangements were made for
their departure to the United States; for Margaret was heartweary at the political reaction in Europe, and the pecuniary
expediency of publishing to advantage her chronicles of the
revolution, seconded by a yearning to see her family and friends
once more, constrained to this step.
From motives of economy, they took passage in a merchantman from
Leghorn, the Elizabeth, the expense being one-half what a return
by way of France would have been. The remonstrances of her
acquaintance, founded on the fatigues of a two months’ voyage —
the comparative insecurity of such a bark — the exposed position
of the cabin (on deck) — and so on, were not unaided by
Margaret’s own presentiments. Ossoli, when a boy, had been told
by a fortune-teller, to ‘beware of the sea,’ and this was the
first ship he had ever set his foot in. In a letter where she
describes herself ‘suffering, as never before, all the horrors
of indecision,’ his wife expresses a fervent prayer that it ‘may
not be my lot to lose my boy at sea, either by unsolaced illness,
or amid the howling waves; or if so, that Ossoli, Angelo, and I
may go together, and that the anguish may be brief.’ That ‘or
if so’ is affecting — and was realised, except, indeed, that the
anguish was not brief, for it lasted twelve terrible hours — a
long communion face to face with Death! The bark sailed May 17,
1850. Captain Hasty, ‘so fine a model of the New-England
seaman,’ inspired the passengers with cheerful confidence, and
for a few days all went prosperously. But early in June, Captain
Hasty died of confluent small-pox. The child Angelino caught it,
but recovered, and won all hearts by his playful innocence,
loving especially to be walked up and down in the arms of the
steward, who had just such a boy at home waiting his arrival.
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On Thursday, July 15, the Elizabeth was off the Jersey coast:
at evening-tide, a breeze sprang up, which by midnight had
become a hurricane. About four o’clock next morning, she struck
on Fire Island beach, and lay at the mercy of the maddened ocean.
Mr Channing’s description of the wreck is a most picturesque
narrative, but too long for quotation. Very touching is the
sketch of the Ossoli group, remaining on board after nearly all
the passengers and crew had perished or escaped to land, which
was distant only a few hundred yards — the infant crying
passionately, shivering in the wet, till soothed and lullabied
to sleep by his mother, a calm expectant of death; and Ossoli
tranquillising by counsel and prayer their affrighted handmaid
from Italy; all exchanging kindly partings, and sending messages
home, if any should survive to be their bearer. Though persons
were busy gathering into carts, on the shore, whatever spoil was
stranded, no life-boat appeared; and the few remaining on the
wreck were now fain to trust themselves to the rioting surf.
Margaret would not go alone. With her husband and attendant
(Celeste), she was just about to try the planks prepared by four
seamen, and the steward had just taken little Nino in his arms,
pledged to save him or die, ‘when a sea struck the forecastle,
and the foremast fell, carrying with it the deck and all upon
it. The steward and Angelino were washed upon the beach, both
dead, though warm, some twenty minutes after. Celeste and Ossoli
were caught for a moment by the rigging, but the next wave
swallowed them up. Margaret sank at once. When last seen, she
had been seated at the foot of the foremast, still clad in her
white night-dress, with her hair fallen loose upon her
shoulders.’ No trace was found of her manuscript on Italy: her
love-correspondence with Ossoli was the only relic — the last
memorial of that howling hurricane, pitiless sea, wreck on a
sand-bar, an idle life-boat, beach-pirates, and not one friend!
With the exception of certain sections of laboured, writhing
wordiness, the feverish restlessness and hectic symptoms of
which are but too familiar to persons read in the literature of
second-rate transcendentalism, these volumes comprise a large
amount of matter that will well repay perusal, and portray a
character of no ordinary type — a ‘large-brained woman and
large-hearted man.’
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June 3, Thursday: Feng Yün-shan
died of battle wounds during the conquest of Quanzhou in the Guangxi
province of China. At this point the Christian group had morphed from a bunch of ragged peasants attracted
by a notion of communal ownership into a group capable of fielding a totally disciplined army of more than
1,000,000 zealot soldiers of Christ divided according to gender into men’s and women’s divisions.10 In this
army, married couples were not allowed sexual intercourse at all, but the
Taiping leaders,
including Hung Hsiu Ch’üan
, were allowed enormous harems.11
CHINESE CIVIL WAR
August 15, Sunday: The Chinese Christian Army took Kwei-yang.
August 15: I see a dense, compact flock of bobolinks going off in the air over a field. They cover the
rails and alders, and go rustling off with a brassy, tinkling note like a ripe crop as I approach, revealing their
yellow breasts and bellies. This is an autumnal sight, that small flock of grown birds in the afternoon sky.

September 11, Saturday: The Chinese Christian Army besieged Changsha, the capital of Hunan province.

10. Were you wondering why it happens to be the case that in the 1990s, the Communists of the PRC consider the proper place
for a Chinese Christian to be in a prison labor camp for life without the possibility of parole? —The Central Committee has reason
to know what Christians are like when they begin to become obstreperous. —They consider that they themselves had their
origination as these peasant Han Chinese Christian chauvinists of the 19th Century!
11. They were taking the attitude toward sex that President George W. Bush would take toward money: It’s for rich people only.
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November 10, Wednesday: Henri-Frédéric Amiel, who would be referred to as the “Swiss Thoreau,” wrote in his
JOURNAL INTIME: “How much have we not to learn from the Greeks, those immortal ancestors of ours! And
how much better they solved their problem than we have solved ours. Their ideal man is not ours, but they
understood infinitely better than we how to reverence, cultivate and ennoble the man whom they knew. In a
thousand respects we are still barbarians beside them, as Béranger said to me with a sigh in 1843: barbarians
in education, in eloquence, in public life, in poetry, in matters of art, etc. We must have millions of men in order
to produce a few elect spirits: a thousand was enough in Greece. If the measure of a civilization is to be the
number of perfected men that it produces, we are still far from this model people. The slaves are no longer
below us, but they are among us. Barbarism is no longer at our frontiers; it lives side by side with us. We carry
within us much greater things than they, but we ourselves are smaller. It is a strange result. Objective
civilization produced great men while making no conscious effort toward such a result; subjective civilization
produces a miserable and imperfect race, contrary to its mission and its earnest desire. The world grows more
majestic but man diminishes. Why is this?
We have too much barbarian blood in our veins, and we lack measure, harmony and grace. Christianity, in
breaking man up into outer and inner, the world into earth and heaven, hell and paradise, has decomposed the
human unity, in order, it is true, to reconstruct it more profoundly and more truly. But Christianity has not yet
digested this powerful leaven. She has not yet conquered the true humanity; she is still living under the
antimony of sin and grace, of here below and there above. She has not penetrated into the whole heart of Jesus.
She is still in the narthex of penitence; she is not reconciled, and even the churches still wear the livery of
service, and have none of the joy of the daughters of God, baptized of the Holy Spirit.
Then, again, there is our excessive division of labor; our bad and foolish education which does not develop the
whole man; and the problem of poverty. We have abolished slavery, but without having solved the question of
labor. In law there are no more slaves, in fact, there are many. And while the majority of men are not free, the
free man, in the true sense of the term can neither be conceived nor realized. Here are enough causes for our
inferiority.”
Although the sappers of the Chinese Christian Army detonated a petard under the city wall of Changsha,
capital of Hunan province, hand-to-hand combat by footsoldiers of the true God failed to capture the resulting
breech in the wall.
When Dr. Gideon Algernon Mantell, who suffered from the same sort of spinal problem from which I (Austin
Meredith) suffer, took an overdose of the opium he was relying upon as a painkiller after his 1841 carriage
accident, and lapsed into a coma and died in London, Professor Richard Owen, who claimed some of Mantell’s
scientific discoveries as his own, pickled and preserved in a jar at the Royal College of Surgeons the injured
section of his enemy’s spine.
[It is] a pity a man so talented should be so dastardly
and envious.
— Dr. Gideon Mantell, speaking at some point during
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his life of his bitter opponent Richard Owen

November 13, Saturday: The sappers of the Chinese Christian Army detonated a second petard beneath the wall of
Changsha, but hand-to-hand combat by footsoldiers of the true God again failed to capture the resulting breech
and therefore the city.
November 29, Monday: The sappers of the Chinese Christian Army detonated a final petard beneath the wall of
Changsha, but hand-to-hand combat by footsoldiers of the true God once again failed to capture this city.
Changsha would not receive the benefit of Christianity.
November 30, Tuesday: The Chinese Christian Army abandoned its siege of Changsha and, heading down the Yangtse
river valley, instead captured Yoh-chow.
December 23, Thursday: A Chinese theater in San Francisco offered its first performance.
The Chinese Christian Army held Hanyang and Hankou.
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1853
March: The Emperor Hung Hsiu Ch’üan
sent his trusted courier Yeh to Canton to invite the Reverend
Issachar J. Roberts
to visit the grand new capital of 30 millions of Christian Chinese at Nanjing on the
Yangzi River. (Roberts would make it as far as the lower reaches of the Yangzi River of China, but there he
would be intercepted and turned back by a Qing patrol boat.)

Though it is so long since we parted, yet I constantly cherish
a remembrance of you. Now that the grateful breezes of spring
salute men, while distant, I have thought of you, my venerated
elder brother. It is indeed praiseworthy that you have traversed
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myriads of leagues of ocean to publish the true doctrine of the
Redeemer, and that you, with all your heart, serve the Lord. I
respectfully make known to you that, notwithstanding my
unworthiness and incapacity, the Heavenly Father has not cast
me off; but, in the fulness of his grace, has enabled me to
obtain possession of the extensive region embraced in the Lianghu and Kiang-nan (Hoo-nan, Hoo-peh, Ngan-hwui, and Kiang-su). I
have written to you several times, but have yet received no
answer to my letters.
In consequence of the multiplicity of public affairs engaging
my attention, I have not had leisure to instruct [the people]
morning and evening. But I have promulgated the Ten Commandments
to the army and to the rest of the population, and have taught
them all to pray morning and evening. Still, those who
understand the Gospel are not many. Therefore I deem it right
to send the messenger ... in person to wish you peace, and to
request you, my elder brother, if you are not disposed to abandon
me, to [come and] bring with you many brethren to help to
propagate the Gospel and administer the ordinance of baptism.
So shall we obtain the true doctrine. Hereafter, when my
enterprise is successfully terminated, I will disseminate the
doctrine throughout the whole empire, that all may return to the
one Lord, and worship only the true God. This is what my heart
truly desires. I refrain from alluding to other matters than the
above, and say no more at present. Wishing you happiness, your
ignorant younger brother, Hung-siu-tsuen, salutes you.

THE TAEPING REBELLION
January 12, Wednesday: The Chinese Christian Army took Wuchang.
CHINESE CIVIL WAR
February 10, Thursday: The Chinese Christian Army left Wuchang.
CHINESE CIVIL WAR
Henri-Frédéric Amiel, who would be referred to as the “Swiss Thoreau,” wrote in his JOURNAL INTIME: “This
afternoon I made an excursion to the Salève with my particular friends, Charles Heim, Edmond Scherer, Élie
Lecoultre, and Ernest Naville. The conversation was of the most interesting kind, and prevented us from
noticing the deep mud which hindered our walking. It was especially Scherer, Naville, and I who kept it alive.
Liberty in God, the essence of Christianity, new publications in philosophy, these were our three subjects of
conversation. The principle result for me was an excellent exercise in dialectic and in argumentation with solid
champions. If I learned nothing, many of my ideas gained new confirmation, and I was able to penetrate more
deeply into the minds of my friends. I am much nearer to Scherer than to Naville, but from him also I am in
some degree separated.
It is a striking fact, not unlike the changing of swords in “Hamlet,” that the abstract minds, those which move
from ideas to facts, are always fighting on behalf of concrete reality; while the concrete minds, which move
from facts to ideas, are generally the champions of abstract notions. Each pretends to that over which he has
least power; each aims instinctively at what he himself lacks. It is an unconscious protest against the
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incompleteness of each separate nature. We all tend toward that which we possess least of, and our point of
arrival is essentially different from our point of departure. The promised land is the land where one is not. The
most intellectual of natures adopts an ethical theory of mind; the most moral of natures has an intellectual
theory of morals. This reflection was brought home to me in the course of our three or four hours’ discussion.
Nothing is more hidden from us than the illusion which lives with us day by day, and our greatest illusion is
to believe that we are what we think ourselves to be.
The mathematical intelligence and the historical intelligence (the two classes of intelligences) can never
understand each other. When they succeed in doing so as to words, they differ as to the things which the words
mean. At the bottom of every discussion of detail between them reappears the problem of the origin of ideas.
If the problem is not present to them, there is confusion; if it is present to them, there is separation. They only
agree as to the goal — truth; but never as to the road, the method, and the criterion.
Heim represented the impartiality of consciousness, Naville the morality of consciousness, Lecoultre the
religion of consciousness, Scherer the intelligence of consciousness, and I the consciousness of consciousness.
A common ground, but differing individualities. Discrimen ingeniorum.
What charmed me most in this long discussion was the sense of mental freedom which it awakened in me. To
be able to set in motion the greatest subjects of thought without any sense of fatigue, to be greater than the
world, to play with one’s strength, this is what makes the well-being of intelligence, the Olympic festival of
thought. Habere, non haberi. There is an equal happiness in the sense of reciprocal confidence, of friendship,
and esteem in the midst of conflict; like athletes, we embrace each other before and after the combat, and the
combat is but a deploying of the forces of free and equal men.”
February 17, Thursday: On Roebuck Street in Bridgetown on the Caribbean island of Barbados, tenement buildings
burned, killing 97.
The Chinese Christian Army took Kiukang.
CHINESE CIVIL WAR
February 24, Thursday: The British Foreign Office in London issued a passport “for the free passage of Captain Mayne
Reid, British subject, traveling on the Continent with a man-servant, James Hawkins, British subject.” This
“James Hawkins” was to have been Lajos Kossuth traveling incognito — except that Kossuth would back out
his co-conspiracy with Reid at the last moment.
The Chinese Christian Army took Anqing, the capital of Anhui province.
CHINESE CIVIL WAR

HISTORY’S NOT MADE OF WOULD. WHEN SOMEONE REVEALS, FOR
INSTANCE, AS ABOVE, THAT KOSSUTH “WOOD” BACK OUT HIS COCONSPIRACY WITH REID AT THE LAST MOMENT, S/HE DISCLOSES THAT
WHAT IS BEING CRAFTED IS NOT REALITY BUT PREDESTINARIANISM.
THE RULE OF REALITY IS THAT THE FUTURE HASN’T EVER HAPPENED,
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YET.

UNTIL THE MOMENT THAT KOSSUTH DOES BACK OUT, THIS ISN’T
REAL, THIS IS A MERE POTENTIALITY.

March 8, Tuesday: The Chinese Christian Army of the Tai-p’ing T’ien-kuo or “Central Kingdom of Great Peace”
sweeping down the fertile valley of the Yangze River nearly 80,000 strong, appeared outside the city walls of
Nanjing.
CHINESE CIVIL WAR
March 18, Friday: We now have a complete on-line source for the contents of the issue of Frederick Douglass’ Paper
for this date:

ON-LINE RESOURCE
The Chinese Christian Army fought its way into Nanjing. About 20,000 Imperial officials, soldiers and
wealthy individuals were killed. A large number of women were herded into an empty building that was then
set ablaze while the Tai-p’ing offered Christian prayers outside.
CHINESE CIVIL WAR
March 18: The season is so far advanced that the sun, every now and then promising to shine out
through this rather warm rain, lighting up transiently with a whiter light the dark day and my dark chamber,
affects me as I have not been affected for a long time. I must go forth.
P.M. — To Conantum.
I find it unexpectedly mild. It appears to be clearing up but will be wet underfoot.
Now, then, spring is beginning again in earnest after this short check. Is it not always thus? Is there not always
an early promise of spring, something answering to the Indian summer, which succeeds the summer, so an
Indian or false spring preceding the true spring, — first false promise which merely excites our expectations to
disappoint them, followed by a short return of winter? Yet all things appear to have made progress, even during
these wintry days, for I cannot believe that they have thus instantaneously taken a start. I no sooner step out of
the house than I hear the bluebirds [Eastern Bluebird
Sialia sialis] in the air, and far and near, everywhere
except in the woods, throughout the town you may hear them, –the blue curls of their warblings,– harbingers of
serene and warm weather, little azure rills of melody trickling here and there from out the air, their short warble
trilled in the air reminding of so many corkscrews assaulting and thawing the torpid mass of winter, assisting
the ice and snow to melt and the streams to flow. Everywhere also, all over the town, within an hour or two have
come out little black two-winged gnats with plumed or fuzzy shoulders. When I catch one in my hands, it looks
like [a] bit of black silk ravelling. They have suddenly come forth everywhere.
How eagerly the birds of passage penetrate the northern ice, watching for a crack by which to enter! Forthwith
the swift ducks will be seen winging their way along the rivers and up the coast. They watch the weather more
sedulously than the teamster. All nature is thus forward to move with the revolution of the seasons. Now for
some days the birds have been ready by myriads, a flight or two south, to invade our latitudes and, with this
mild and serener weather, resume their flight.
Bells and the lowing of cows have acquired I know not what new melody in this air, for a change has come over
all things, as well as our spirits. They sound more limpid, as, in this sun just bursting forth, the drops of water
on the sprays, are prismatic. The geiropodium has bleached all white.
I stand still now and listen if I may hear the note of any new bird, for the sound of my steps hinders, and there
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ASTRONOMY

are so few sounds at this season in a still afternoon like this that you are pretty sure to detect one within a
considerable distance. Hark! Did I not hear the note of some bird then? Methinks it could not have been my own
breathing through my nose. No, there it is again, –a robin; and we have put the winter so much further behind
us. What mate does he call to in these deserted fields? It is, as it were, a scared note as he whisks by, followed
by the familiar but still anxious toot, toot, toot. He does not sing as yet. There were one or two more fine birdlike tinkling sounds I could not trace home, not to be referred to my breathing.
It is decidedly clearing rip. At Conantum Cliff the columbines have started and the saxifrage even, the former
as conspicuously as any plant, particularly any on dry ground. Both these grow there in high and dry chinks in
the face of the cliff, where no soil appears, and the sunnier the exposure the more advanced. Even if a fallen
fragment of the rock is so placed as to reflect the heat upon it, it has the start of its neighbors, These plants waste
not a day, not a moment, suitable to their development. I pluck dry sprigs of pennyroyal, which I love to put in
my pocket, for it scents me thoroughly and reminds me of garrets full of herbs.
With regard to my seringo-bird (and others), I think that my good genius withheld his name that I might learn
his character.
I came forth expecting to hear new birds, and I am not disappointed. We know well what to count upon. Their
coming is more sure than the arrival of the sailing and steaming packets. Almost while I listen for this purpose,
I hear the chuck, chuck of a blackbird in the sky, whom I cannot detect. So small an object is lost in the wide
expanse of the heavens, though no obstacle intervenes. When your eye has detected it, you can follow it well
enough, but it is difficult to bring your sight to bear on it, as to direct a telescope to a particular star. How many
hawks may fly undetected, yet within sight, above our heads! And there’s the great gull I came to see, already
fishing in front of Bittern Cliff. Now he stoops to the water for his prey, but sluggishly, methinks. He requires
a high and perhaps a head wind to make his motions graceful. I see no mate. He must have come up, methinks,
before the storm was over, unless he started when I did. I believe it is only an easterly wind or storm brings him
up.
The ice in Fair Haven is more than half melted, and now the woods beyond the pond, reflected in its serene
water where there has been opaque ice so long, affect me as they perhaps will not again this year.12 The oaks
have not yet lost their leaves. The thistles, which keep their heads so low they do not feel the wind, show their
green faces everywhere. It grows more and more fair. Yesterday at this hour it was more raw and blustering
than the past winter; to-day it seems more mild and balmy than summer. I have rarely known a greater contrast.
There is a little cap of dark and angry cloud on Wachusett, not so wide as the mountain’s base, while all the rest
of the horizon there is clear.
Several times I hear and see blackbirds flying north singly, high overhead, chucking as if to find their mates,
migrating; or are they even now getting near their own breeding-place? Perchance these are blackbirds that were
hatched here – that know me! I saw a silent sparrow lurking amid the hazels and other shrubs by a wall and
picking worms or what-not, — brownish gray with a forked tail, two triangular black spots on the breast, and
black stripes lengthwise there, altogether a gray, much striped bird, two brownish stripes with a lighter-colored
one on the center of the head. Soon after I heard a song sparrow distinctly. Could it have been this?13 I think not.
The bluebird and song sparrow sing immediately on their arrival, and hence deserve to enjoy some prominence.
They give expression to the joy which the season inspires. But the robin and blackbird only peep and chuck at
first, commonly, and the lark is silent and flitting. The bluebird at once fills the air with his sweet warbling, and
the song sparrow from the top of a rail pours forth his most joyous strain. Both express their delight at the
weather which permits them to return to their favorite haunts. They are the more welcome to man for it.
Hearing a faint quack, I looked up and saw two apparently dusky ducks winging their swift way northward
over the course of the river. Channing says he saw some large white-breasted ducks to-day, and also a frog. I
have seen dead frogs, as if killed while dormant.
The sun is now declining, with a warm and bright light on all things, a light which answers to the late afterglow
of the year, when, in the fall, wrapping his cloak closer about him, the traveller goes home at night to prepare
for winter. This the foreglow of the year, when the walker goes home at eve to dream of summer.
To-day first I smelled the earth.

March 19, Saturday: In China, the sappers of the Tai-p’ing T’ien-kuo or “Central Kingdom of Great Peace” detonated
a petard mine beneath the city wall of Nanjing and the Chinese Christian Army rushed in.
CHINESE CIVIL WAR
12. The tapping of the woodpecker about this time.
13. Think now (March 24) it must have been the song sparrow. Vide Apr. 1st.
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March 20, Sunday: The Chinese Christian Army of the Tai-p’ing T’ien-kuo or “Central Kingdom of Great Peace” had
fully invested the city of Nanjing despite the fact that remnants of the Q’ing army were holding out in the
central citadel. The city would become their T’ien-ching, their “Heavenly Capital.”
CHINESE CIVIL WAR
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Upon the capture of this central citadel, their several female battalions of 500 women each would be
permanently disbanded.
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(The Taipings were specifically Protestant Christians. In Nanjing they discover some 200 Catholic Chinese
and these Catholics –being of course the worst of heretics– were going to be awarded an exceedingly rough
time.)
March 29, Tuesday: The Chinese Christian ruler Hung Hsiu Ch’üan
entered his new capital city of
Nanjing, followed by his 32 main women, each of them carrying an imperial yellow parasol (this would have
been his way to indicate himself to be not only the possessor of a California-kingsize bed but also — the true
emperor of China).

(The Taipings were deleting the last eight verses of Genesis 19 from their Bible. They just couldn’t deal with
Lot’s daughters having gotten themselves PG by their father.)
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March 30, Wednesday: At the New-York Central racially integrated school, a teacher named William G. Allen (not the
same person as the teacher William B. Allen of Concord), and one of the white students at said school, Mary
King, over much opposition, finally were able to marry, and moved to England. What had all the ruckus been
about?
Allen, a graduate of the Oneida Institution who had read for the law in the office of Ellis Gray Loring before
becoming a teacher, was the son of a white Virginian and a free mulatto woman, which means — the groom
was approximately, shudder, a quarter black:

OUR COLOR PREJUDICES
Tai-p’ing leader Hung Hsui-ch’uan, who believed himself to be the little brother of Jesus, entered Nanking
amidst great ceremony and there began to set up the ideal society of the Tai-p’ing T’ien-kuo or
“Central Kingdom of Great Peace.”
CHINESE CIVIL WAR
La Tonelli, an opéra comique by Ambroise Thomas to words of Sauvage, was performed for the initial time,
at the Théâtre Favart, Paris.
After an 11-year absence, Louis Moreau Gottschalk disembarked from a Mississippi paddle-wheeler at his
home in New Orleans, from Louisville, Kentucky. The boat being all of 8 hours early, no one came down to
the dock to greet him.
April: Early in the month, Qingjiang, Taizhou, and Yangzhou fell into the hands of the Chinese Christian Army in its
grand new headquarters in Nanjing. This gave the Christians control over the Grand Canal which was the main
source of supply for the city of Beijing, and in Beijing the price of grain trebled. Mr. Thomas T. Meadows and
Sir George Bonham, British Minister, obtained an interview with the Taiping Northern King. The Chinese
Christians, aware that the Reverend Issachar J. Roberts
had recently returned to China after a visit to
the United States, invited him to come see their new T’ien-ching or “Heavenly Capital” of the Tai-p’ing T’ienkuo or “Central Kingdom of Great Peace” which they had created in the center of China, and counsel them in
their faith. He came of course, but what this Tennessee Baptist found when he arrived was that these little
yellow people were doing baptism the wrong way. Instead of baptizing by total immersion, the only way to
obtain salvation, they merely scrubbed their bosoms to indicate a cleansing of the heart. And, they weren’t
even interested in being corrected! After the Christians beheaded, in their living quarters, in continuation of a
doctrinal dispute, the yellow Christian with whom the Reverend Roberts had been traveling, the white man
departed in a great huff.

THE TAEPING REBELLION
Meanwhile, these Chinese Christians were doing something quite remarkable in this mulberry-and-silkworm
district of China which they had taken in hand:
before
1853

for over a decade exports had been
annually: 16,000 to 25,000 bales

Baseline data.
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1853

25,571 bales

1854

61,984 bales

1860-1861

69,137 bales

1861-1862

88,754 bales

1862-1863

83,264 bales

1863-1864

46,863 bales

1864-1865

41,128 bales

Christians controlled Nanjing
in the silk district of China.

Christians controlled Soochow
and almost the entire silk district.

The Chinese Christians
had been exterminated.

SILK

NORTHAMPTON MA
Late October: The Chinese Christian army of 70,000 directed at the “demon’s den” of the foreign Qing emperor
becomes stalled at the outskirts of Tianjin and was unable to proceed toward beautiful downtown Beijing.
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1854
May 27, Saturday: US Commissioner Robert McLane visited the rebel kingdom at Nanjing in his warship,
the Susquehanna. The Reverend Issachar J. Roberts
had asked to be taken along to respond to his
standing invitation from his old friend Hung Hsiu Ch’üan
who had proclaimed himself the real
emperor, but the Commissioner had refused this.

Meanwhile, the Chinese Christian Army invading North China had been encircled by Qing troops loyal to the
emperor of Beijing, and by mobilized corvee labor of peasants an entire river had been redirected into their
camp to swamp them, and they had elected to make a last stand in the city of Lianzhen — where in a siege that
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would last fully eight months they were being slowly annihilated.

THE TAEPING REBELLION
This was Zheng Guo-fan, the loyalist general:
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1855
January 6, Saturday: A combined force of French and Imperial Chinese troops attacked Shanghai, held by the
Small Sword Society. Though the struggle was furious, the attackers were driven back.
CHINESE CIVIL WAR
Henry Thoreau wrote to Friend Daniel Ricketson in New Bedford. Friend Ricketson learned of Thoreau’s
experience, lecturing on Nantucket Island:

Concord Mass Jan 6th
1855
Mr Ricketson,
I am pleased to hear from the shanty whose inside and occupant
I have seen. I had a very pleasant time at Brooklawn, as you know,
— and thereafter at Nantucket. I was obliged to pay the usual tribute
to the sea, but it was more than made up to me by the hospitality of
the Nantucketers. Tell Arthur that I can now compare notes with
him, for though I went neither before nor behind the mast, since we
had n’t any — I went with my head hanging over the side all the way.
In spite of all my experience I persisted in reading to the Nantucket
people the lecture which I read at New Bedford, and I found them to
be the very audience for me. I got home Friday night after being lost
in the fog off Hyannis.
I have not yet found a new jacknife but I had a glorious skating with
channing the other day on the skates found long ago.
Mr Cholmondeley sailed for England direct in the America on the 3d
— after spending a night with me. He thinks even to go to the east &
enlist!
Last night I returned from lecturing in Worcester—
I shall be glad to see you when you come to Boston, as will also my
mother & sister who know something about you as an abolitionist.
Come directly to our house.
Please remember me to Mrs Ricketson, & also to the
{One-half page missing}
young folks
Yrs
Henry D Thoreau
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Although the thoughts Thoreau offered in his lecture on Nantucket had definitely not been accepted, and there
are newspaper reviews that reveal this non-acceptance (“We are inclined to the opinion that his views found
few sympathizers among the audience”), generations of Thoreau scholars have inferred from the above remark
“I found them to be the very audience for me,” that his own consideration had been inaccurate, supposing that
his ideas had been embraced when they had not. I do not sympathize with such an assessment. In my own
mind, Thoreau’s remark was decidedly ironic — in my own mind, what he was saying here was that this
particular audience had definitely been the sort of audience that stood in dire need of such a corrective. He had
been administering to them the moral corrective that they needed, and as we all know very well, the moral
corrective that an audience needs is the very last thing it will ever be eager to embrace. By this ironic remark
Thoreau was acknowledging that what he had had to offer had been anything but pleasing, anything but
acceptable, anything but a “crowd-pleaser.” Thoreau did not, like Emerson, pander.
“Nobody ever bought a product that made them feel
worse.”
— George W. Bush
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Giacomo Costantino Beltrami died at the age of 76, presumably in the small “Franciscan” cell he had
constructed for himself in his large palazzo on his Azienda estate in Filottrano, Ancona, Italy.
The knick-nacks he had brought back from his travels in Minnesota and Mexico are now on display in the glass
cases of the Beltrami Museum in Filottrano, for what that is worth. A bronze bust has been sculpted by Vittorio
Morelli:
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February 17, Saturday: French and Imperial Chinese forces took Shanghai. The city would be held for 17
months by rebels of the Small Sword Society with the active participation of the local populace.
CHINESE CIVIL WAR
Piano Concerto no.1 by Franz Liszt was performed for the first time, in the Ducal Palace, Weimar with the
composer at the keyboard and the orchestra directed by Hector Berlioz. It was the initial of two joint concerts
in Weimar. Both concerts would be sellouts.
At Loudon Centre, New Hampshire, while making a political stump speech in favor of Know-Nothingism, 59year-old Cyrus Barton fell into the arms of his political opponent Walter Harriman and departed this mortal
coil.
February 17. It is still cloudy and a very fine rain. The river very high, one inch higher than the evening
of January 31st. The bridge at Sam Barrett’s caved in; also the Swamp Bridge on back road. Muskrats driven
out. Heard this morning, at the new stone bridge, from the hill, that singular springlike note of a bird which I
heard once before one year about this time (under Fair Haven Hill). The jays were uttering their unusual notes,
and this made me think of a woodpecker. It reminds me of the pine warbler, vetter vetter vetter vetter vet, except
that it is much louder, and I should say had the sound of l rather than t, — veller, etc., perhaps. Can it be a jay?
or a pig[eon] woodpecker? Is it not the earliest springward note of a bird? In the damp misty air
Was waked up last night by the tolling of a bell about 11 o’clock, as if a child had hold of the rope. Dressed and
went abroad in the wet to see if it was a fire. It seems the town clock was out of order, and the striking part ran
down and struck steadily for fifteen minutes. If it had not been so near the end of the week, it might have struck
a good part of the night
P.M.— A riparial excursion over further railroad bridge; return by Flint’s Bridge
At 2 P. M. the water at the Sam Wheeler Bridge is three inches above straight truss, or two inches higher than
at 9 A. M. The ice is not broken over the channel of this stream, but is lifted up and also for a good distance
over the meadows, but, for a broad space over the meadows on each side, the freshet stands over the ice, which
is flat on the bottom. It rains but a trifle this afternoon, but the snow which is left is still melting. The water is
just beginning to be over the road beyond this stone bridge. The road beyond the opposite, or Wood’s, bridge is
already impassable to foot-travellers
I see no muskrats in the Assabet from the Tommy Wheeler bank. Perhaps they provided themselves holes at the
last freshet. It is running over both sides of Derby’s Bridge for a dozen rods (each side), as over a dam. The ice
in the middle of this stream is for the most part broken up. Great cakes of ice are wedged against the railroad
bridge there, and still threaten its existence. They are about twenty feet in diameter and some twenty inches
thick, of greenish ice, more or less tilted up and commonly another, if not two more, of equal size, forced
directly underneath the first by the current. They stretch quite across the river, and, being partly tilted up against
the spiles of the bridge, exert a tremendous power upon it. They form a dam between and over which the water
falls, so that it is fully ten inches higher on the upper side of the bridge than on the lower. Two maples a little
above the bridge –one a large one– have been levelled and carried off by the ice. The track-repairers have been
at work here all day, protecting the bridge. They have a man on the ice with a rope round his body, —the other
end in their hands, —who is cracking off the corners of the cakes with a crowbar. One great cake, as much as a
dozen rods long, is slowly whirling round just above the bridge, and from time to time an end is borne against
the ice which lies against the bridge. The workmen say that they had cleared the stream here before dinner, and
all this had collected since. (Now 3 P. M.) If Derby’s Bridge should yield to the ice which lies against it, this
would surely be swept off. They say that three (?) years ago the whole of the east end of the bridge was moved
some six inches, rails and all. Waded through water in the road for eight or ten rods, beyond Loring’s little
bridge. It was a foot deep this morning on the short road that leads to Heywood’s house. I had to go a quarter
of a mile up the meadow there and down the college road. Sam Barrett’s bridge is entirely covered and has
slumped. They cross a broad bay in a boat there. I went over on the string-piece of the dam above. It is within
eight or nine inches of the top of the little bridge this side of Flint’s Bridge at 5.3O P. M. So, though it is within
five and a half inches of where it was three years ago in the spring at the new stone bridge, it is not so high
comparatively here. The fact is, the water is in each case dammed not only by the bridges and causeways but
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by the ice, so that it stands at as many levels as there are causeways. It is perhaps about a foot lower at Flint’s
Bridge now, than when it stood where it does now at the new stone bridge three years ago. So that a metre at
one point alone will not enable you to compare the absolute height or quantity of water at different seasons and
under different circumstances. Such a metre is the more to be relied on in proportion as a river is free from
obstructions, such as ice, causeways, bridges, etc
Everywhere now in the fields you see a green water standing over ice in the hollows. Sometimes it is a very
delicate tint of green. Would this water look green on any white ground? It is commonly yellow on meadows in
spring. The highway surveyor is on the alert to see what damage the freshet has done. As they could not dig in
the frozen ground, they have upset a cartload of pitch pine boughs into the hole at the Swamp Bridge.

Spring: The offensive of the Chinese Christian Army of the Tai-p’ing T’ien-kuo or “Central Kingdom of Great Peace”
into North China, launched in May 1853,
at this point disintegrated. Future struggles would
concentrate in the valley of the Yangtze river, and in the area of the city of Shanghai at the river’s mouth.
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1856
September 2, Tuesday: Hung Hsiu Ch’üan
had one of his generals, Yang Hsiu-ch’ing, murdered by
another, Wei, because this general had had the temerity to remonstrate with the little Chinese brother of Jesus
Christ for kicking one of his concubines. (Later, Hung would have General Wei murdered in his turn.)14

Five Foot Five and Born to Kill
Henry Thoreau wrote to Friend Daniel Ricketson.

Concord Sep 2nd ’56
Friend Ricketson,
My father & mother regret that your indisposition is likely to prevent
your coming to Concord at present. It is as well that you do not, if
you depend on seeing me, for I expect to go to New Hampshire the
latter part of the week. I shall be glad to see you afterward, if you
are prepared for & can endure my unsocial habits.
I would suggest that you have one or two of the teeth — which you
can best spare, extracted at once — for the sake of your general no
less than particular health. This is the advice of one who has had
14. Lest we speculate that this is mere Oriental barbarism, we should reflect on the fact that Hung’s behavior seems remarkably
similar to that of John “The Prophet” of Leyden, leader of a sect of Anabaptists, who in about 1535 or 1536 cut off the head of a
wife who had spoken disrespectfully to him — cut off her head in the presence of his other wives. In that incident in Germany,
the religious leader and his remaining wives then danced around the dead body.
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quite his share of toothache in this world. — I am a trifle stouter than
when I saw you last, yet far — far short of my best estate. I thank you
for two newspapers which you have sent me — am glad to see that
you have studied out the history of the ponds, got the Indian names
straightened — which means made more crooked. — &c &c — I remember them with great satisfaction. They are all the more interesting to me for the lean & sandy soil that surrounds them. Heaven is
not one your fertile Ohio bottoms, you may depend on it. Ah, the
Middleboro Ponds! — Great Platte Lakes! Remember me to the
perch in them. I trust that I may have some better craft than that oarless pumpkin-seed the next time I navigate them.— From the size of
your family I infer that Mrs Ricketson & your daughters have returned from Franconia. Please remember me to them, & also to Arthur & Walton, & tell the latter that if in the course of his fishing he
should chance to come across the shell of a terrapin & will save it
for me, I shall be exceedingly obliged to him.
Channing dropped in on us the other day, but soon dropped out
again.
Yrs
Henry D. Thoreau.

Sept. 2: P.M. – To Painted Cup Meadow.
Clear bright days of late, with a peculiar sheen on the leaves, — light reflected from the surface of each one, for
they are grown and worn and washed smooth at last, no infantile downiness on them. This, say ever since
August 26th, and we have had no true dog-day weather since the copious rains began, or three or four weeks.
A sheeny light reflected from the burnished leaves as so many polished shields, and a steady creak from the
locusts these days. Frank Harding has caught a dog-day locust which lit on the bottom of my boat, in which he
was sitting, and z-ed there. When you hear him you have got to the end of the alphabet and may imagine the &.
It has a mark somewhat like a small writing w on the top of its thorax.
A few pigeons [American Passenger Pigeon
Ectopistes migratorius] were seen a fortnight ago. I have
noticed none in all walks, but G. Minott, whose mind runs to them so much, but whose age and infirmities
confine him to his woodshed on the hillside, saw a small flock a fortnight ago. I rarely pass at any season of the
year but he asks if I have seen any pigeons. One man’s mind running on pigeons, [he] will sit thus in the midst
of a village, many of whose inhabitants never see nor dream of a pigeon except in the pot, and where even
naturalists do not observe [them], and he, looking out with expectation and faith from morning till night, will
surely see them.
I think we may detect that some sort of preparation and faint expectation preceded every discovery we have
made. We blunder into no discovery but it will appear that we have prayed and disciplined ourselves for it. Some
years ago I sought for Indian hemp (Apocynum cannabinum) hereabouts in vain, and concluded that it did not
grow here. A month or two ago I read again, as many times before, that its blossoms were very small, scarcely
a third as large as those of the common species, and for some unaccountable reason this distinction kept
recurring to me, and I regarded the size of the flowers I saw, though I did not believe that it grew here; and in a
day or two my eyes fell on [it], aye, in three different places, and different varieties of it. Also, a short time ago,
I was satisfied that there was but one kind of sunflower (divaricatus) indigenous here. Hearing that one had
found another kind, it occurred to me that I had seen a taller one than usual lately, but not so distinctly did I
remember this as to name it to him or even fully remember it myself. (I rather remembered it afterward.) But
within that hour my genius conducted me to where I had seen the tall plants, and it was the other man’s new
kind. The next day I found a third kind, miles from there, and, a few days after, a fourth in another direction.

GEORGE MINOTT
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It commonly chances that I make my most interesting botanical discoveries when I [am] in a thrilled and
expectant mood, perhaps wading in some remote swamp where I have just found something novel and feel more
than usually remote from the town. Or some rare plant which for some reason has occupied a strangely
prominent place in my thoughts for some time will present itself. My expectation ripens to discovery. I am
prepared for strange things. My father asked John Legross if he took an interest in politics and did his duty to
his country at this crisis. He said he did. He went into the wood-shed and read the newspaper Sundays. Such is
the dawn of the literary taste, the first seed of literature that is planted in the new country. His grandson may be
the author of a Bhagvat-Geeta.
I see bright-yellow blossoms on perfectly crimson Hypericum angulosum in the S. lanceolata path. By the
Indian hemp at the stone bridge, am surprised to see the Salix lucida, a small tree with very marked and
handsome leaves, on the sand, water's edge, at the great eddy. The branches of an inch in diameter are smooth
and ash-colored, maple-like; the recent shoots stout and yellowish-green, very brittle at base. The leaves are the
largest of any willow I have seen, ovate-oblong or ovate-lanceolate, with a long, narrow, tapering point
(cuspidate), some on vigorous shoots, two and a half by seven inches wide in the blade, glandular-serrate, with
pedicellate glands at the rounded base, thick, smooth, and glossy above, smooth and green beneath, with broad
crescent-shaped, glandular-toothed stipules at base of petioles, five eighths to one inch long. According to
Emerson, “Sir W.J. Hooker says it is one of the most generally diffused of all the willows in British North
America.”
Captain Hubbard said on Sunday that he had plowed up an Indian gouge, but how little impression that had
made on him compared with the rotting of his cranberries or the loss of meadow-grass! It seemed to me that it
made an inadequate impression compared with many trivial events. Suppose he had plowed up five dollars!
The botanist refers you, for wild [sic] and we presume wild plants, further inland or westward to so many miles
from Boston, as if Nature or the Indians had any such preferences. Perchance the ocean seemed wilder to them
than the woods. As if there were primarily and essentially any more wildness in a western acre than an eastern
one!
The S. lucida makes about the eleventh willow that I have distinguished. When I find a new and rare plant in
Concord I seem to think it has but just sprung up here, — that it is, and not I am, the newcomer, — while it has
grown here for ages before I was born. It transports me in imagination to the Saskatchewan. It grows alike on
the bank of the Concord and of the Mackenzie River, proving them a kindred soil. I see their broad and glossy
leaves reflecting the autumn light this moment all along those rivers. Through this leaf I communicate with the
Indians who roam the boundless Northwest. It tastes the same nutriment in sand of the Assabet and its water as
in that of the Saskatchewan and Jasper Lake, suggesting that a short time ago the shores of this river were as
wild as the shores of those.
We are dwelling amid these wild plants still, we are eating the huckleberries which lately only the Indian ate
and dried, we are raising and eating his wild and nutritive maize, and if we have imported wheat, it is but our
wild rice, which we annually gather with grateful awe, like Chippewas. Potatoes are our groundnuts.
Spiranthes cernua, apparently some days at least, though not yet generally; a cool, late flower, growing with
fringed gentian. I cannot yet even find the leaves of the latter — at the house-leek brook. I had come to the
Assabet, but could not wade the river, it was so deep and swift. The very meadow, poke-logan, was a quarter of
a mile long and as deep as the river before. So I had come round over the bridge.
In Painted-Cup Meadow the ferns are yellowing, imbrowned, and crisped, as if touched by frost (?), yet it may
be owing to the rains. It is evident that, at this season, excessive rain will ripen and kill the leaves as much as a
drought does earlier. I think our strawberries recently set out have died, partly in consequence. Perhaps they
need some dryness as well as warmth it this season. Plainly dog-days and rain have had the most to do as yet
with the changing and falling of the leaves. So trees by water change earliest, sassafrases at Cardinal Shore, for
example, while those on hill are not turned red at all. These ferns I see, with here and there a single maple bough
turned scarlet, — this quite rare.
Some of the small early blueberry bushes are a clear red (Vaccinium Pennsylvanicum), and the lingering clusters
of blueberries contrast strangely with the red leaves of the V. vacillans. Smooth sumachs show quite red on dry,
warm hillsides.
While I am plucking the almost spicy blueberries amid the crimson leaves there on the springy slope, the cows
gather toward the outlet of their pastures and low for the herdsman, reminding me that the day is drawing to a
close.
Centaurea will apparently be entirely done in a week.
How deceptive these maps of western rivers! Methought they were scattered according to the fancy of the mapmaker, — were dry channels at best, — but it turns out that the Missouri at Nebraska City is three times as wide
as the Mississippi at Burlington, and Grasshopper Creek, perhaps, will turn out to be as big as the Thames or
Hudson.
There was an old gentleman here to-day who lived in Concord when he was young and remembers how Dr.
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Ripley talked to him and other little boys from the pulpit, as they came into church with their hands full of lilies,
saying that those lilies looked so fresh that they must have been gathered that morning! Therefore they must
have committed the sin of bathing this morning! Why, this is as sacred a river as the Ganges, sir.
I feel this difference between great poetry and small: that in the one, the sense outruns and overflows the words;
in the other, the words the sense.

(Lakota women gathering wild rice — by Captain Seth Eastman)
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1857
The Earl of Elgin15 and Baron Gros were sent to command an “Anglo-French Expedition” in China. In 1860
this would be described by Laurence Oliphant in his monstrously chauvinist and self-important NARRATIVE
OF THE EARL OF ELGIN’S MISSION TO CHINA AND JAPAN IN THE YEARS 1857, ’58, ’59, an account that would
be immediately appreciated by Waldo Emerson:

15. This was not the Lord Elgin who looted the statues from the Acropolis of Athens, but James Bruce, his equivalently obnoxious
son, who would burn the Summer Palace outside Beijing to the ground.
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THE OLIPHANT NARRATIVE
OLIPHANT NARRATIVE I
OLIPHANT NARRATIVE II
OLIPHANT NARRATIVE III
OLIPHANT NARRATIVE IV
OLIPHANT NARRATIVE V
OLIPHANT NARRATIVE VI
OLIPHANT NARRATIVE VII
OLIPHANT NARRATIVE VIII
OLIPHANT NARRATIVE IX
OLIPHANT NARRATIVE X
OLIPHANT NARRATIVE XI
OLIPHANT NARRATIVE XII
OLIPHANT NARRATIVE XIII
OLIPHANT NARRATIVE XIV
OLIPHANT NARRATIVE XV
OLIPHANT NARRATIVE XVI
OLIPHANT NARRATIVE XVII
OLIPHANT NARRATIVE XVIIII
OLIPHANT NARRATIVE XIX
OLIPHANT NARRATIVE XX
OLIPHANT’S APPENDIX
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This was the status of the Chinese Civil War against the local “Christians”:
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1858
November 20, Saturday/21, Sunday: James Bruce, Lord Elgin, visited the capital of the Chinese Christian kingdom,
Nanjing on the Yangzi River, as the special plenipotentiary of Her Britannic Majesty, in her warship, the
Shannon. There was a certain amount of unauthorized cannon fire from the Chinese shoreline, to which the
vessel of course responded devastatingly. The rebel emperor Hung Hsiu Ch’üan
made inquiry, on
a scroll of yellow silk with brush characters in vermilion, as to whether the Reverend Issachar J.
Roberts
was aboard the vessel, but the British lord made no reply to this message.
Here is the Great Seal of the Tai-p’ing T’ien-kuo or “Central Kingdom of Great Peace,” which presumably was
impressed upon this disregarded communication:

THE TAEPING REBELLION
By these years the Christian king had become so much the victim of his own paranoid delusions that when, at one point,
he proved willing listen to a suggestion from a minister, this event was recorded by one near to him as “the luck of the
Kingdom.”
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1860
The Taiping rebellion or Chinese Civil War drove a number of Chinese to the refuge of the foreign settlement
in Shanghai. The white expeditionary troops occupied Peking and looted and torched Yuan-ming-yuan, the
Summer Palace. Sino-British, Sino-Russian, and Sino-French Peace Treaties were signed in Peking. “Wah”
Frederick Townsend “Wah” Ward organized his little army which would in 1862 receive the name “the Ever
Victorious Army,” and would in 1864 be disbanded. Young J. Allen came to China.
From Hong Kong, Wang T‘ao was in contact with the leaders of the Taiping Kingdom.
In this year the Foreign Powers sailed past Shanghai and invaded North China, entering Beijing and driving
the emperor (and Tz’u-hsi
) from the capitol city to the resorts of Jehol and putting the Forbidden City
to the torch.
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When all the myths are stripped away it was the deliberate
mischief of a handful of Englishmen that led to the humiliation
and death of Emperor Tao Kuang and his son, Emperor Hsien Feng,
so that for the first time in more than a thousand years China’s
throne passed into the hands of a woman. The success of this
mischief popularized a peculiar Western state of mind toward
China that encouraged Sir Edmund Backhouse and many other to
misrepresent the facts and falsify the record, for which we are
still paying the price. While Great Britain was approaching the
zenith of its power at the midpoint of the 19th Century, China
had sunk to its weakest point since the Manchu took control in
1644. Corruption was epidemic, and Emperor Tao Kuang’s reluctance
to act ruthlessly was seen as weakness, inviting more abuses. In
the south, Western traders at Canton and Macau flouted the law,
smuggling in massive quantities of cheap Indian opium, driving a
spike into the heartwood. Opium became a symbol of China’s
sovereignty and whether foreigners could violate that sovereignty
at whim; the fact that corrupt Chinese and Manchu officials
participated in the trade did not make the issue less real. It
became a game among Westerners to provoke the Chinese at every
turn and, when the Chinese struck back, to demand concessions from
local mandarins. If concessions were not forthcoming, gunboats
were called in; China found itself at war over issues that were
trumped up and incidents that were greatly exaggerated or
entirely imaginary. Many Westerners built successful careers out
of bullying the Chinese, among them George Morrison of the Times
and Sir Edmund Backhouse. But among the first to perfect the
technique were consular officers, who took advantage of the long
delay in communications in the age of sail to bring down armed
confrontations without the sanction of their home governments.
The leading advocate of this school of diplomacy was Queen
Victoria’s foreign secretary and prime minister, Lord Palmerston,
whose foreign policy was based on collision. London in the 19th
Century was far removed from the scene of action. Palmerston and
other prime ministers had to depend upon —or take advantage of—
the gut instincts and quick decisions of consular officials at
the sharp end of the stick, many of whom were ambitious merchants
acting only temporarily as consuls, untrained in the traditions
and trade-offs of diplomacy. These acting consuls knew that for
political reasons their government usually would feel obligated
to endorse actions taken in the heat of the moment. In the
politics of collision, rude surprises were grasped as great
opportunities, and armed force was used to guarantee the outcome,
while the public at home was led to believe it was all part of a
grand design. Bullying over opium smuggling and deliberate lying
by acting consular officials brought about the Allied invasion of
North China in 1860, when young Emperor Hsien Feng fled with his
family into the Tartar wastes beyond the Great Wall and the
magnificent Summer Palace was put to the torch. So opium politics
ultimately put Yehenara [Empress Tz’u-hsi
] on the throne.
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That brought an end to the 2d Opium War as, in yet another “Unequal Treaty,” England and France forced
China to re-open to their traffic in opium, and obtained other enforced political “concessions” and monetary
“reparations” in recompense for China’s having attempted to interdict such traffic in drugs:

A little more opium, Mr. China?
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According to Murray A. Rubinstein,16 as of the 1830s the general American attitude toward China had been
one of guarded admiration, but by this point the reports being sent home by white Protestant missionaries,
the first “China watchers,” had caused this attitude to drift into one of contempt for the “perishing heathen.”
The reason for this drift in public attitudes is easy for us to grasp: the gatekeepers for this flow of information
were simply activists who needed to recruit a flow of young white Christian males into South China and the
best way to maintain such an interest had been to select for dissemination the sort of information which would
portray China as the best opportunity for your magnificent gesture of Christian condescension. That these
people had been playing touch-toesies with racism and with chauvinism was beside the point; that many
Chinese-Americans would be murdered in California as one consequence of this racism and chauvinism was
unfortunate.

At no place in China were the heathen more perishing than in that district called “Shanghai” at the mouth
of the Yangzi River. In the year 1852 this district had boasted 500 souls. As of this year of 1860,
due to influences quite beyond anyone’s control, the population of the bustling metropolis and sin center
of Shanghai passed 500,000.

The Growth of the White Community in Shanghai
1844

50

1846

134

1848

159

1849

175

1850

210

1851

265

1854

250

1860

569

1865

5,129 (due to foreign troops fighting the Taipings)

16. “American Board Missionaries and the Formation of American Opinion toward China, 1830-1860” on pages 67-83 of
Goldstein, Jonathan, Jerry Israel, and Hilary Conroy, AMERICA VIEWS CHINA: AMERICAN IMAGES OF CHINA THEN AND NOW
(Cranbury NJ: Associated U Presses, 1991).
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June:

A written communication from the Reverend Issachar J. Roberts
to his missionary board back home
about his need to pay native interpreters indicates very clearly a general lack of ability not only in the Chinese
language but also in written English (what follows has been carefully gone over to ensure that no typos were
introduced in the process of transcription):
it is with much success that one preach to the natives by
interpreters. My use of them is this they simplify my meaning
to the natives and correctly convey my ideas The language must
well be understood to preach to natives the native Broge can
hardly be cot by American, hence by the use of an interpreter
they convey correctly the word preached. And again they more or
less become teachers or preachers. In short they are coworkers
in my preaching to the natives here which will be more than
usual....
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Although Frederick Townsend Ward had returned to China in order to support the activities of the Christians
there –muscular Christians very much like himself, who did not believe in turning the other cheek but in
returning blow for blow– upon arrival he had succumbed to Shanghai’s general attitude that the local
Christians were a bunch of lowlife scum who needed nothing so much as to be kept under firm control:
All that he had read of them in the United States had prejudiced him
in their favor, for popular opinion in the Protestant countries had for
many years leaned to the rebel side. But as so often happens, Western
opinion in China was very different from Western opinion at home.
At first favorable to the Taipings, the tide of foreign opinion in
China had turned against the rebels in the late 1850s. When Ward arrived
in Shanghai practically all foreigners in the city had agreed to
believe that the Taipings were blasphemers, murderers, and robbers,
who ought to be exterminated. It was a little confusing at first,
but Ward naturally fell in with what the people of his own race were
thinking.

With the Taiping threatening Shanghai itself, Ward had been hired by an Englishman named Captain Cough
as his 1st officer aboard the American-built gunboat Confucius, part of a collection of vessels paid for by local
businessmen. Ward had then persuaded the head of the Taki Bank –who referred to him as “Wah” and would
eventually marry him to his daughter– to offer $133,000 reward if he could mobilize a gang of Western sailors
to a successful attack on the Christians of the adjoining city of Songjiang. The bank, acting locally on behalf
of the Beijing government, seems to have considered this a no-lose situation, since the Buddhist Confucian
forces might gain a city at a bargain price while at the worst they would have rid themselves of a collection of
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troublesome white men.
CHINESE CIVIL WAR
“Wah” Ward never bore arms. He led this collection of white and black (not yellow) adventurers by waving
his riding crop, cheroot stuck firmly between his teeth:

The following is excerpted from Chapter 3 “Ward and Gordon: Glorious Days of Looting” of Jonathan D.
Spence’s TO CHANGE CHINA, WESTERN ADVISERS IN CHINA, 1620-1960 (pages 57-92; London: Penguin,
1969):
The Chinese merchants contracted to pay Ward $100 a month for
each enlisted man, $600 a month for officers, and to pay a lump
sum for every town captured, on a sliding scale from $45,000 to
$133,000 according to the size of the town concerned. The
merchants also agreed to furnish food for Ward’s force and funds
with which he could buy arms. In the force itself, Ward planned
to use Chinese only as guides and interpreters, raising his
troops elsewhere. This decision was in line with the feeling
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common among treaty-port Westerners that the Chinese were
cowardly and inferior beings. As one young English officer in
Hong Kong at this time observed: “I am afraid we bully them a
good deal. If you are walking about and a Chinaman comes in your
way, it is customary to knock his hat off, or dig him in the
ribs with an umbrella. I thought it a shame, and remonstrated
with the fellow who was with me today for treating a poor beggar
of a Chinaman in this way; but he assured me that if you make
way for them they swagger and come in your way purposely. The
French soldiers treat them even more roughly than we do.” The
result of this attitude was that a Westerner considered any
European to be superior in battle to ten or fifteen Chinese
soldiers, a view common to Westerners even in the present
century. Ward would learn his lesson much sooner. Having chosen
two lieutenants, Edward Forrester (who had been with Ward in
Central America) and Henry Andrea Burgevine (a Southerner who,
like Ward himself, had arrived in China as the first mate on a
clipper ship), Ward began to comb the Shanghai waterfront for
recruits. In those days, as many as three hundred ships could
be found anchored in the harbor; so it was not a difficult matter
to induce layover sailors and navy deserters into joining a
high-paying military adventure. Having given three weeks’
training to a motley force of about two hundred men, Ward decided
to attack Sungkiang, a walled town held by the Taiping forces,
about thirty miles southwest of Shanghai. With no artillery to
breach the walls, he counted on surprise to bring him victory.
But, as Ward was to recount later, his men, by drinking all
night, had raised “such a hell of a noise,” that the Taipings
were more than ready for them. Ward was forced to retreat with
heavy, losses and pay off his force. His first attempt to form
his own army in China had ended in fiasco.
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July 16, Monday: When the chairman of the prestigious International Statistical Congress, Lord Henry Peter
Brougham, recognized and honored Martin Robison Delany in the course of the group’s first meeting,

Augustus Longstreet led an infuriated American delegation out of the hall –walking out actually on an
assemblage that included Prince Albert– and so Delany seized the occasion to remind the august body:

“I am a man.”
Frederick Townsend Ward had not gone to the Orient in order to be put off. His attack on the gate of the city
of Sung-chiang had been detected and prevented by the Chinese Christian Army there, and many of his initial
gang of rowdy sailors had been killed, but the reward offered him by the head of the Taki Bank of Shanghai,
$133,000 for this adjoining city, still stood, and there were still Western cutthroats in port with nothing to do
but carouse who had not yet gotten themselves killed. He persuaded everyone that the reason why his attack
had failed was that he had had no cannon and had had no backup from regular Chinese footsoldiers. He
managed to recruit another band, amounting to some 200. They attacked the gate again during the hours of
darkness on this night, and this time, by the use of cannon and explosives to blow open the gates, and by the
use of pistols, repeating rifles, and cutlasses, they managed to gain and maintain control over the gate structure
and hold it until the morning. It was rough work, as the Christians on the stairs leading up to the tower
presented them with a solid wall of meat that had to be hacked through body by body. Of the attacking force,
62 were killed and 101 wounded, among them Ward himself, leaving only 37 of the invaders entirely intact.
Ward, however, had had his fun and would have his money.
The following is an excerpt from Chapter 3 “Ward and Gordon: Glorious Days of Looting” of Jonathan D.
Spence’s TO CHANGE CHINA, WESTERN ADVISERS IN CHINA, 1620-1960 (pages 57-92; London: Penguin,
1969):
First he accepted the service of Vincente Macanaya, a young
Filipino soldier of fortune with a great following among the
Manilamen on the docks of Shanghai. Macanaya was able to bring
with him about two hundred of his followers. To these Ward added
half a dozen Western drillmasters (mostly deserters from the
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British navy) and a small amount of artillery. By the middle of
July 1860, he was back in front of the wails of Sungkiang. With
the help of accurate artillery fire, and after fierce hand-tohand fighting with the Taiping troops, the city was taken.
August 20, Monday: British and French land and naval forces pushed back the Taiping Chinese Christian Army at
Shanghai.
During this night, 1,500 of Giuseppe Garibaldi’s men crossed in rowboats from Faro in Sicily to Favazzina on
the Italian mainland.
Henry Thoreau surveyed, for Nathaniel Hawthorne, his estate on Lexington Road known as “The Wayside.”
Julian Hawthorne, then 14 years of age, watched him, and on three occasions in his later life he would write
about his having watched Thoreau during this survey. This survey shows two pieces of land and measures
about 20 acres in all. Thoreau made a note that there was a hedge of osage orange.
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View Henry Thoreau’s personal working drafts of his surveys courtesy of AT&T and the Concord Free Public
Library:
http://www.concordlibrary.org/scollect/Thoreau_Surveys/Thoreau_Surveys.htm
(The official copy of this survey of course had become the property of the person or persons who had hired
this Concord town surveyor to do their surveying work during the 19th Century. Such materials have yet to be
recovered.)
View this particular personal working draft of a survey in fine detail:
http://www.concordlibrary.org/scollect/Thoreau_Surveys/51a.htm
[THOREAU MADE NO ENTRY IN HIS JOURNAL FOR AUGUST 20]
On three successive confabulations in later life, Julian Hawthorne would report about his having watched
Thoreau survey on this day. We can see how utterly fabulistic these progressive confabulations were, by
noticing that Julian backdates a survey made on August 20, 1860, after his return to Concord from Liverpool
when he was at the age of 14 and about to enter Harvard College as a student of civil engineering, to the year
1852, while he was at the tender age of 8, prior to his sailing for Liverpool:
Pasadena Star-News, December 12, 1923: “My first distinct
recollection of him was when he surveyed our little estate at
Concord, some twenty acres of hill, meadow and woodland. I saw
the rather undersized, queer man coming along the road with his
long steps carrying on his shoulder a queer instrument and
looking very serious. I got down from the mulberry tree in which
I was perched and watched his doing in silent absorption.
Wherever he went I followed; neither of us spoke a word from
first to last. Up the terraces with their apple trees, over the
brow of the hill, into the wood and out again, down into the
meadow to the brook, and so back to the house again. Finally my
father came out and they talked a little, and my father paid him
ten dollars, and Thoreau strode away, after remarking, with a
glance at me, ‘That boy has more eyes than tongue.’”17
Dearborn Independent, August 20, 1927: “‘Good boy! sharp eyes,
and no tongue!’ On that basis I was admitted to his friendship.”
THE MEMOIRS OF JULIAN HAWTHORNE (as reprocessed by his widow Edith
Garrigues Hawthorne for Macmillan in 1938): “Once, when I was
nearly seven years old, Thoreau came to the Wayside to make a
survey of our land, bringing his surveying apparatus on his
shoulder. I watched the short, dark, unbeautiful man with
interest and followed him about, all over the place, never
losing sight of a movement and never asking a question or
uttering a word. The thing must have lasted a couple of hours;
when we got back, Thoreau remarked to my father: ‘Good boy! Sharp
17. It is extremely unlikely that Thoreau actually said anything at all like “That boy has more eyes than tongue,” because although
one might imagine such a comment being made about one or another tongue-tied 8-year-old, this is not the sort of remark that
anyone would ever make about any teener — no matter how sullen and comatose.
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eyes, and no tongue!’ On that basis I was admitted to his
friendship; a friendship or comradeship which began in 1852 and
was to last until his death in 1862.18
In our walks about the country, Thoreau saw everything, and
would indicate the invisible to me with a silent nod of the head.
The brook that skirted the foot of our meadow was another
treasure-house which he discovered to me, though he was too shy
to companion me there; when he had given me a glimpse of Nature
in her privacy, he left me alone with her ... on a hot August
day, I would often sit, hidden from the world, thinking boy
thoughts.
I learned how to snare chub, and even pickerel, with a loop made
of a long-stemmed grass; dragon-flies poised like humming-birds,
and insects skated zigzag on the surface, casting odd shadows
on the bottom.... Yes, Thoreau showed me things, and though it
didn’t aid me in the Harvard curriculum,19 it helped me through
life.
Truly, Nature absorbed his attention, but I don’t think he cared
much for what is called the beauties of nature; it was her way
of working, her mystery, her economy in extravagance; he
delighted to trace her footsteps toward their source....
He liked to feel that the pursuit was endless, with mystery at
both ends of it....

August 21, Tuesday: British and French forces capture the Taku forts on the mouth of the Pei ho River, China.
August 21, Tuesday: Soaking rains, and in the night.
A few fireflies still at night.

18. Actually we do not know of a single other occasion on which Julian came within eyesight of Thoreau.
19. Julian became a student of civil engineering, but the college asked him to leave and there would be no diploma.
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September: At the capital of the Chinese Christian empire, Nanjing on the Yangzi River, the rebel emperor Hung Hsiu
Ch’üan
was being fascinated by a Chinese edition of John Bunyan’s THE PILGRIM’S PROGRESS.
Such materials were equal to the BIBLE!

October 13, Saturday: The Reverend Issachar J. Roberts
arrived finally at the capital of the Chinese Christian
empire, Nanking on the Yangtze River, after having been delayed in Shanghai for some 15 months, and after
a day or two of waiting would be given a proper set of colorful silk court clothing and be allowed his audience
with his dear old friend the T’ien Wang Heavenly King Hung Hsiu Ch’üan
. After a bit of difficulty
when the missionary was unwilling to go down on both his knees before the monarch, the monarch would
relent slightly on this ceremonial detail20 and offer the missionary life-and-death authority over the affairs of
all individual foreigners visiting this Peaceable Kingdom, and an opportunity to become spiritual father over
30,000,000 Chinese souls. However, it was soon to become unavoidable that the rebel emperor in addition to
sponsoring a version of Christianity was directly channeling God, and frequently saying things such as “I am
the one savior of the chosen people.”

THE TAEPING REBELLION
At one point during the conversation the king offered the missionary three Chinese wives. He proposed that
the missionary return to the foreign world to inform Christians of details of the Taiping faith such as, for
instance, that this Chinese monarch was Jesus Christ’s younger brother. The missionary was disturbed to note
that these Chinese Christians were worshiping God when the Jews did, on a Saturday, rather than as proper
Christians did, on the Sunday holy day of rest.
20. What happened was that as the missionary was waiting with a group of other dignitaries, the prime minister, standing near the
monarch, suddenly cried out: “Mr. Roberts, worship the Heavenly Father.” The group of dignitaries fell to their knees, Roberts
included, and a Christian prayer was offered. During the prayer the missionary managed to turn his body away from the monarch.
When all rose from their knees, with the exception of Roberts they genuflected in the direction of the monarch.
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It was also soon to be noticed that court etiquette was going to require the foreign minister to kneel repeatedly
before the emperor while doing him worship as the younger brother of Jesus Christ. The relationship between
the emperor and the minister was clearly to be identical to the relationship that had been established in England
between King Henry VIII and his Archbishop of Canterbury Thomas Cranmer, in which the monarch did
double duty as chief theologian while the cleric did double duty as primary loyal flunky and bottle washer and
apologist and executioner. Roberts had brought with him new translations of books of the BIBLE, commented
by Baptist scholars. But in his palace, Hung had for some time been busily making corrections in the margins
of the translations already in his possession, corrections such as deleting the modifier “only” in the phrase
“only begotten son.” No, this just wasn’t going to work!
MILLENNIALISM
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1861
Early Spring: After getting the lead out in Paris, Frederick Townsend “Wah” Ward was back in Shanghai.
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May 19, Sunday: In an attempt to maintain their neutrality, the English arrested the American mercenary adventurer
Frederick Townsend “Wah” Ward and charged him with encouraging their sailors and marines to desert to join

his independent military formation. Having an application for Chinese citizenship pending, he responded,
quite a bit prematurely it would seem, that as a Chinese citizen he was simply not subject to such Western
discipline. He would escape, dramatically, by rushing at and leaping through a ship window into the dark
water, to organize a new military group, this time led and equipped by foreigners but manned by Chinese
soldiers, and to continue his activities in support of the Ch’ing emperor in suppression of the long-term
Chinese Christian rebellion of South China in the vicinity of the port city of Shanghai.
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Wah Ward never bore arms. He led his soldiers by waving his riding crop, a Manila cheroot stuck fiercely in
his mouth:

The following is excerpted from Chapter 3 “Ward and Gordon: Glorious Days of Looting” of Jonathan D.
Spence’s TO CHANGE CHINA, WESTERN ADVISERS IN CHINA, 1620-1960 (pages 57-92; London: Penguin,
1969):
Ward was still without an army and recovering from his wounds
when, on May 19, 1861, he was arrested by Admiral Hope for having
defied the Allied declaration of neutrality in the civil war.
At his court hearing, Ward insisted he was a naturalized subject
of the Ch’ing government, but this claim was untrue and Hope
ignored it, imprisoning him on board his ship the Chesapeake.
In June 1861, the North China Herald noted: “[Ward’s] force is
now disbanded. Some have probably suffered capital punishment
at the hands of the Chinese, some have fallen in action, some
are expiating their offences against our laws in common jails,
and some few have escaped it is hoped with sufficient examples
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before them never to again engage in such an illegitimate mode
of earning a livelihood as enrolling themselves in such
disreputable ranks as those of a Chinese Foreign Legion.” Yet
the selfrighteous hostility of most Westerners in China toward
Ward hardly reflected the realities of their position. For, like
Ward, the Western powers were “adventurers.” They had arrived
by sea and settled, by means of guile and coercion, onto the
Chinese coast. Moreover, their diplomatic and military
representatives had great freedom of action since it took so
long for them to request or receive instructions from their home
governments. Often they were out to get what they could for
themselves or their own countries by any means possible, and
accordingly their loyalties went not to the Ch’ing dynasty but
to whatever groups in China best promised to forward their
interests....
[I]n May 1861, Ward, under arrest in a cabin on the Chesapeake,
had yet to feel the effects of this change in policy. Contriving
to escape dramatically –leaping at night through a porthole, and
being whisked away by a waiting junk to cries of “man overboard”his only recourse was to hide out with the remnants of his
Sungkiang garrison. Later that summer Admiral Hope, now of a
different mind, having visited the Taipings in person in an
unsuccessful attempt to obtain a guarantee. for the security of
Shanghai, invited Ward and his lieutenants to a conference on
board the Chesapeake, assuring them of safe conduct. At this
conference, Ward offered the admiral a new plan. In his
escapades he had learned from the Taipings themselves that
Chinese soldiers, well armed, well trained, and well led, made
fierce fighters. Thus “he abandoned the enlistment of deserters
and turned his attention to recruiting a native force to be
commanded by European officers and patiently drilled in the
European School of Arms.”
Late Summer: Frederick Townsend Ward began to recruit a Chinese army. According to Chapter 3 “Ward and Gordon:
Glorious Days of Looting” of Jonathan D. Spence’s TO CHANGE CHINA, WESTERN ADVISERS IN CHINA, 16201960 (pages 57-92; London: Penguin, 1969):
In his escapades he had learned from the Taipings themselves
that Chinese soldiers, well armed, well trained, and well led,
made fierce fighters. Thus “he abandoned the enlistment of
deserters and turned his attention to recruiting a native force
to be commanded by European officers and patiently drilled in
the European School of Arms.” This was a revolutionary, and to
Westerners in Shanghai a laughable, project. In return, the
admiral “winked at the fact that there were still a number of
British deserters employed as drillmasters at Sungkiang,” where
Forrester and Burgevine had held together a nucleus of the old
force during Ward’s imprisonment. Ward worked fast and
efficiently with his new Chinese recruits, who were mostly local
Kiangsu men. “After a little training they learned their drill
thoroughly, became fairly good marksmen and knew bow to handle
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and care for their English muskets and Prussian rifles. Commands
were given in English. The Chinese readily learned these
commands, and the bugle calls. Artillery practice baffled them
at first, but after some instruction they made rapid progress
in it and before they were ready to take the field many of them
had become expert gunners.... The whole force was well-clad and
well-equipped. It wore a uniform something like that of the
Zouaves or the British Sikhs.” The most promising of the Chinese
soldiers were made noncommissioned officers. The Manilamen were
brought up to their former strength, and Ward used them as his
personal bodyguard.
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Fall:

Frederick Townsend Ward had at this point recruited a Chinese army of 1,000 men. However, he never bore
arms, and led his soldiers by waving his riding crop:

According to Chapter 3 “Ward and Gordon: Glorious Days of Looting” of Jonathan D. Spence’s TO CHANGE
CHINA, WESTERN ADVISERS IN CHINA, 1620-1960 (pages 57-92; London: Penguin, 1969):
In the autumn the new army won its first victories. Admiral Hope
was so impressed that he agreed to keep Ward supplied with arms,
artillery and ammunition.
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October: The Chinese Christian forces of the Tai-p’ing T’ien-kuo or “Central Kingdom of Great Peace” out of South
China were driven away from An-ch-ing, capital of Anhewi province, by the Confucian Buddhist forces of the
Manchu Ch’ing emperor. But the rebel production base, the Chinese silk industry, was very very secure:
before
1853

for over a decade exports had been
annually: 16,000 to 25,000 bales

1853

25,571 bales

1854

61,984 bales

1860-1861

69,137 bales

1861-1862

88,754 bales

1862-1863

83,264 bales

1863-1864

46,863 bales

1864-1865

41,128 bales

Baseline data.

Christians controlled Nanjing
in the silk district of China.

Christians controlled Soochow
and almost the entire silk district.

The Chinese Christians
had been exterminated.

October 2, Wednesday: Confederate President Jefferson Davis conferred with Beauregard, J.E. Johnston, and
Gustavus W. Smith.
US CIVIL WAR

October 3, Thursday: Confederate President Jefferson Davis reviewed Confederate troops and departed for Richmond.
Varina Davis and their children had a carriage accident.
In the midst of civil war in the United States (between the slave states of the south and the non-slave states of
the north), there was fighting at Greenbrier River/Camp Bartow.
US CIVIL WAR
In the midst of the Chinese Civil War (between the Buddhists of the north and the Christians of the south),
the Reverend T.P. Crawford wrote about the condition to which the Reverend Issachar J. Roberts
had sunk in the rebel capital of Nanking:
I only know that he is at Nankin [sic], acting Roberts. His last
effort to humbug the world is supremely ridiculous.... He lives
in a miserable old dirty room, has no power or influence among
the Rebels, except in his own vain imagination. When I saw him
there in February last he was dressed up apparently in the old
cast-off robes of the chiefs and without exaggeration he was the
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dirtiest, greasiest white man I ever saw. He knows well enough
that no missionary family could live among the rebels, and he
also knows that they do not want him among them — notwithstanding
his loud call for missionaries, and other humbug remarks.
Winter: The further adventures in China of Brigadier-General Frederick Townsend “Wah” Ward, as excerpted from
Chapter 3 “Ward and Gordon: Glorious Days of Looting” of Jonathan D. Spence’s TO CHANGE CHINA,
WESTERN ADVISERS IN CHINA, 1620-1960 (pages 57-92; London: Penguin, 1969):
By winter 1861 Ward had a force of about three thousand men under
his command, with adequate artillery, steamers for transport,
and the active support of the British authorities in the area.
His former Shanghai critics were now all behind him. “The Whilom
rowdie companion of ci-devant General Walker, of Nicaraguan
memory,”
a
Western
supporter
of
the
Taipings
wrote
sarcastically, “mercenary leader of a band of Anglo-Saxon
freebooters in Manchoo pay,” and sometime fugitive from English
marines sent to weed his ruffians of their countrymen, suddenly
became the friend and ally of the British and French Admirals,
Generals, and Consuls. The surprise of Ward can only have been
equalled
by
this
gratification
upon
finding
his
very
questionable presence, and still more doubtful pursuits,
patronized and imitated. No doubt, at first he felt considerably
elated and vastly astonished at the idea of filibustering having
become such an honorable and recognized profession. In December
1861 the Taipings captured the treaty port of Ningpo, and
Admiral Hope decided to take strong action. He visited the rebel
capital of Nanking, and demanded guarantees that other treaty
ports would not be attacked ... the Taipings rejected his
demands. In January 1862 they advanced again on Shanghai....
Admiral Hope ordered British and French forces to cooperate with
Ward’s army, and some Ch’ing troops, in clearing a thirty-mile
zone around Shanghai. To justify his total abandonment of the
British “neutrality” policy, Hope declared that “these Rebels
are Revolters not only against the Emperor, but against all laws
human and Divine, and it seems quite right to keep them away
from the Treaty Ports.” It was within this zone that Ward’s
trained Chinese force, later named the “Ever-Victorious Army”
by the Chinese government, did its fighting, normally as an
auxiliary to British, French, and Ch’ing troops. Ward proved a
brave and effective leader of men within the limits of his
opportunities. The governor of Kiangsu, Li Hung-chang, wrote
that “Ward who valiantly defends [Sungkiang] and [Tsingpu], is
indeed the most vigorous of all [the foreigners]. Although until
now he has not yet shaved his hair or called at my humble
residence, I have no time to quarrel with foreigners over such
a little ceremonial matter.” Ward affected an extreme casualness
in action. He “wore, in his brief military life, no uniform or
insignia of rank, the European dress to which he adhered in
battle sufficiently distinguishing him from his men, and he was
almost always seen either in the close-fitting English frock-
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coat which came in with Prince Albert, or in the loose, blue
serge tunic much worn by residents of the tropics.” He always
stood out in battle and, as one observer recalled, “I never saw
Ward with a sword or any arm; he wore ordinary clothes, — a
thick, short cape, and a hood, and carried a stick in his hand,
and generally a Manila cheroot in his mouth.” The use of this
“stick” (actually a riding crop) and his own bravery nourished
among his men a feeling of his invincibility, despite the
several wounds he had received. Moreover, in spite of the
thinness of his military training, Ward understood the kind of
tactics that were needed in the fighting around Shanghai. This
area was a particularly difficult one. As a contemporary British
journalist described the situation: “It is simply impossible to
seize the cunning, cruel cowards [the Taipings], in the
labyrinthine lanes of the Delta. All around they have spies on
our movements, and know, as well as we do what these are, so
they are comparatively safe in continuing their incendiary
tactics within a few hundred yards of our column; then off they
escape through ditches and across fields, where it is impossible
to get at them. This the rascals are perfectly aware of,
especially if pursued by foreign soldiers, encumbered with their
heavy equipment.” Hunting grasshoppers in a hay-field with foxhounds would be a more sensible occupation than sending soldiers
about a country intersected by a network of creeks, in the
expectancy of catching swift-footed and slippery-skinned Taipings. Ward made every attempt to acquire steamships and
pontoons to give his troops mobility along, and control of, the
waterways. In addition, through careful training of his Chinese
troops and the judicious use of as much artillery as he could
get his hands on, he tried to minimize these disadvantages. It
was this use of the gunboat and artillery which Ward’s successor
Gordon was to pick up and employ to such effect. The war itself
was fought with great cruelty, savagery, and callousness on both
sides. Ward’s lieutenant, Edward Forrester, recalled the moment
when Tsingpu was lost to the Taipings and he was captured: “I
suddenly realized that the insurgents were in possession and
were making quick work of my people. Borne aloft over their front
ranks were the heads of my officers fixed on spears.... The
rebels were showing no quarter and were fighting like demons.
In an incredibly short time my men were entirely annihilated.”
The city was retaken by government forces, he added, and Li Hungchang, when told that there were a great number of high rebel
officials among the prisoners, expressed much satisfaction at
their capture. “He sent the mayor of Sung-Kiang to me the next
day with full authority to cut, kill, or take away those
captured. The scene that followed surpasses description. So many
hundreds were beheaded that the streets again ran with blood;
but even the European officers in my command agreed that the
measure was necessary in dealing with such fanatics.” A British
report of one battle states that “the rebels ran from the
fortifications and came to a stand in the main street.... Upon
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this, the field-piece from the Imperieuse, in charge of
Lieutenants Stuart and Richardson, swept them down with grape
and canister shot; after this their retreat became a flight,
when the party of marines and Chinese detached to cut them off
did considerable execution, some 900 or 1,000 having been killed
and wounded.... After all was over, the village was set on fire,
and the foreign troops embarked for Shanghai.” A reporter for
the China Mail lyrically recounted another attack: “The scene
was now most picturesque. A shell had set fire to part of the
city close at hand; the early morning sun was shining pleasantly
upon the fields, rich with ungathered crops, and the French band
played as the troops scaled the walls.” Ward and his men, despite
official recognition of their role, remained an independent band
of adventurers out for plunder. Plunder also was the
preoccupation of both the regular British and French troops as
well as the troops of the Ch’ing armies. One newspaper,
reporting on the aftermath of an allied expedition to which
Ward’s Ever-Victorious Army was attached, stated: “As the houses
were ransacked, great quantities of valuable jewels, gold,
silver, dollars, and costly dresses were found, which was fair
loot to the officers and men. One blue-jacket found 1,600
dollars, and several soldiers upwards of 500 each, while many
picked up gold bangles, earrings, and other ornaments and pearls
set with precious stones. It was a glorious day of looting for
everybody, and we hear that one party, who discovered the
Taiping treasury chest with several thousand dollars in it,
after loading himself to his heart’s content, was obliged to
give some of them away to lighten his pockets, which were heavier
than he could well bear — a marked case of l’embarras des
richesses.... Ward was doing well out of the war, but he could
see that his position with the foreign community –which had
tried to run him out of town only one year before– was tenuous.
Accordingly he moved with great skill to consolidate his
position with the Chinese.
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1862
There was a controversy over the control and command of a flotilla of warships, known as the Osborn Flotilla,
which the Chinese had purchased from England.
Wang T‘ao wrote from Hong Kong, under the pseudonym Wang Wan, to a Taiping Christian leader, proposing
tactics against the Qing military and suggesting that the westerners were not the enemy of the Taiping
Kingdom. He proposed that their real enemy was the Buddhist government in Beijing; if the Taiping army
could achieve victory over the Qing army led by Zeng Guofan, then the westerners might side with the
Christian side in this ongoing Chinese Civil War (the largest and longest civil war ever fought).
During battles in Chekiang in this period, the T’ai-p’ing Christian rebels, who had been going around
systematically destroying all pagan idols, had their prostitutes pull down their trousers and moon attacking
Buddhist Beijing forces — in the expectation that this would cause their cannon to misfire or burst.
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As of 1644
when Mongol inheritors of the conqueror Nurhachi (1559-1626) took over the palace
complexes of Beijing and began their rule of China by proclaiming themselves to constitute the Dynasty of
Purity (Ch’ing
), Mongol bannermen had begun to control all military effort and at no point since then had

any Han Chinese person, whatever his reputation for loyalty, been permitted to raise troops — a Han who could
do this, they reasoned, might be able to expel the Mongol overlord caste from the palace complexes by appeal
to the race hatred and xenophobia of the masses. For many generations they had made damned certain that
nothing like this was ever allowed to happen. At this point, however, the Mongol rulers were between the
proverbial rock and the proverbial hard place, struggling as they were to stem off simultaneously the external
threat of the Western ghost-men and the internal threat from Chinese Christians or “Taipings” operating out of
Nanjing, and began to tolerate the breaking of their hard and fast rule:
•
•

Han Chinese judge and Mandarin scholar Li Hung-chang became acting governor of Kiangsu
province and began to organize a local militia called the “Huai Braves.”
The capable and energetic Han Chinese general Tseng Kuo-fan who had since 1852
been
organizing a local militia designated as the “Hunan Braves” took control over the armed forces of the
central government and managed to surround and isolate Nanjing.
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January 20, Monday: The Reverend Issachar J. Roberts
fled finally from the Nanjing capital of the rebel
Chinese Christian emperor Hung Hsiu Ch’üan
(where a number of Taiping leaders were hoping
to be rid of him and “the sooner the better”), to a British vessel moored nearby on the Yangtze River (and from
thence back to Canton by way of Shanghai).
Hung was a crazy man, entirely unfit to rule without any
organized government; nor is he, with his coolie kings, capable
of organizing a government of equal benefit to the people with
even the old imperial government. He is violent in his temper,
and lets his wrath fall heavily upon his people, making a man
or woman “an offender for a word,” and ordering such instantly
to be murdered without judge or jury.
He is opposed to commerce, having had more than a dozen of his
own people murdered since I have been here, for no other crime
than trading in the city, and has promptly repelled every
foreign effort to establish lawful commerce here among them,
whether inside of the city or not.
His religious toleration, and multiplicity of chapels, turn out
to be a farce, of no avail in the spread of Christianity — worse
than useless.

THE TAEPING REBELLION
This change of heart about the “Christians” of China would be producing ripples in the missionary world:
The Christian world has had high hopes from the prospective
success of the rebel arms in China, but late accounts show them
to be void of foundation. Reverend I.J. Roberts ... has been
compelled to flee from his celestial neophites [sic] in order
to save his life, and now denounces them as sham religionists
and bloodthirsty usurpers.
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February 21, Friday: Confederate President Jefferson Davis wrote to his brother Joseph E. Davis about recent
occurrences.
US CIVIL WAR
Early in the US Civil War the Confederate forces in Texas under Brigadier General Henry Hopkins Sibley21
had invaded the territory of New Mexico. Their goal was to conquer the rich Colorado gold fields and redirect
that resource from the North to the South. Advancing up the Rio Grande to Valverde in New Mexico, on this
day General Sibley’s command clashed with Colonel Edward Canby’s Union force. A day-long battle ended
when the Confederates captured a battery of 6 guns and forced Canby’s troops across the river with Union
losses of 68 killed and 160 wounded. Colonel of Volunteers Kit Carson’s battalions had spent the morning on
the west side of the river out of the action, but at 1 P.M. Canby ordered them to cross. They fought until ordered
to retreat, with losses of 1 volunteer killed, 1 wounded. Colonel Canby had little or no confidence in these
hastily recruited, untrained New Mexico volunteers “who would not obey orders or obeyed them too late to be
of any service.” In his battle report, however, he would commend Carson, among the other volunteer officers,
for “zeal and energy.” Sibley would march on to take possession of Santa Fe, and approach Fort Union. After
this battle Colonel Canby would be promoted to General and with most of his regular troops would receive
orders to march toward the eastern front of the civil war, while Colonel of Volunteers Carson and his New
Mexico Volunteers would continue to be fully occupied with their local “Indian affairs.”
WHITE ON RED, RED ON WHITE
In the Chinese Civil War between Christians and Buddhists, (the bloodiest and longest civil war ever fought),
the Chinese Christian Army was defeated by the Buddhist forces of Beijing around the city of Shanghai.

21. Henry Hopkins Sibley is not the same person as Henry Hastings Sibley. They were merely distant relatives.
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April: The Chinese Christian forces of the Tai-p’ing T’ien-kuo or “Central Kingdom of Great Peace” out of South
China made a last effort to destroy the control of the Confucian Buddhist forces of the Manchu Ch’ing emperor
over the area around the port city of Shanghai at the mouth of the Yellow River, and this attempt was halted in
its tracks in part by opposition from the Western-trained “Ever-Victorious Army” under the direction of the
American mercenary adventurer, Brigadier-General Frederick Townsend “Wah” Ward until he was shot in the
back (presumably at the instigation of the Chinese commander with whom he was collaborating, Li Hungchang — it wasn’t at all difficult to pop him since he never carried weapons), and then of the British captain
known as “Chinese Gordon” (Charles George Gordon).

The gentry of the Yangtze valley, who normally would have sided with any localist movement in opposition
to taxation and domination by the Manchu foreigners out of Beijing, in this case was more alienated by the
anti-Confucianism of the Taiping ideology than they were by an alliance with such gwailo Western foreign
ghosts, and organized instead under the guidance of Tseng Kuo-fan, a former official still loyal to the central
government.22
CHINESE CIVIL WAR
May:

Wang T‘ao had written, under the pseudonym Wang Wan, to a Taiping Christian leader, proposing tactics
against the Qing military and suggesting that the westerners were not the enemy of the Taiping Kingdom. He
had proposed that the real enemy of the Chinese Christians was the Buddhist Qing government in Beijing. If
the Christian army could achieve victory over the Buddhist army led by Zeng Guofan, then the westerners
might side with the Taiping Kingdom. When the Qing army captured Shanghai, this letter fell into the hands
of the Qing government and Emperor Tongzhi ordered his arrest. Wang took refuge in the British Consulate
of Hong Kong, and would remain there for more than four months.

22. Better the devil we know than the devil we don’t know, was their attitude. Heaven was too far away, as ever, and Beijing was
still as near as ever.
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September 20, Saturday: Imperial Chinese forces decisively defeated Taiping rebels at Tzeki (Cixi) near Ningpo.
The doors of St. Petersburg Conservatory opened for business. The director was Anton Rubinstein. One of the
new part-time students was a civil servant named Pyotr Illyich Tchaikovsky.
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September 21, Sunday: Frederick Townsend Ward was shot in the back by treachery, presumably by arrangement of
the Chinese general with whom he was collaborating, as he observed from a hill a battle against the Chinese
Christian or “Longhair” or “Taiping” forces of South China in what is now known as Tz’u-cheng-chen.

Upon his death his fortune was of course instantly stolen by his equally greedy and equally opportunistic
associates, and his troops were left without pay and mutinied and were reduced to shaking down shopkeepers
to survive during their idleness and neglect. Eventually he would be replaced in command of this “Ever
Victorious Army” by Major “Chinese” Gordon (later more famous as the lisping General Charles George
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Gordon of Khartoum).

Great honor was however done. Ward’s body was attired in his Western uniform and a Chinese coffin was
secured. Then, in the courtyard of a confiscated Taiping church that had been made over into a Buddhist
temple, the coffin containing Ward’s body was placed on the ground and a tumulus of earth was mounded high
over it.23
THOREAU’S CAIRN
CHINESE CIVIL WAR
Here is how Jonathan D. Spence has recorded the conclusion to his story of adventure in a foreign land, and
the beginning of another Westerner’s story of adventure in that foreign land, in Chapter 3 “Ward and Gordon:
Glorious Days of Looting” of his TO CHANGE CHINA, WESTERN ADVISERS IN CHINA, 1620-1960 (pages 57-92;
London: Penguin, 1969):
...on September 21, 1862, while attacking Tzeki, ten miles
northwest of Ningpo, Ward, standing in full view surveying the
position, “put his band suddenly to his abdomen and exclaimed,
23.This temple and its tumulus remains to this day, we are given to understand, as a visited memorial to China’s best Western friend.
In some respects therefore this tumulus may bear comparison to the pyramid of rocks which was being begun near the site of
Thoreau’s cabin on Walden Pond.
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‘I have been hit.’” He died that night, and received the full
honors of a Chinese general at his burial. His dog, “a great
shaggy black-and-white creature” which died a few days later,
was buried near him. Though Ward was only thirty years old when
he died, he had managed to forge for himself, in a chaotic time
and by whatever methods were at hand, a personal and financial
success of imposing stature. He had, as well, managed for the
first time to train Chinese troops to fight in the more effective
European manner; had provided a model for Li, Hung-chang’s own
Huai army; had impressed Li with the possibility of China’s
strengthening herself along Western lines without relying on
foreign nations and foreign troops; had helped to clear a
thirty-mile radius around Shanghai of Taiping rebels; and had
built up the foundations of a force that was to be more
effectively used by his famous successor, Gordon. Yet, in the
overall picture, the results had been small. He had defended a
city of more importance to foreign interests than to the
Chinese. He had, even then, lost many battles, and the Taiping
rebels soon returned to “the areas he had cleared.” He had not
truly altered the course of the civil war which was being decided
around the rebel capital of Nanking by Chinese troops without
any foreign advisers. And he had died before having a chance to
enjoy what he had won for himself. “Poor old Ward,” one young
British officer wrote home to his mother on visiting Sungkiang,
“is buried here in Chinese fashion — his coffin over-ground.
This place was his headquarters. He came out to China as mate
of a ship, outlawed from America, and has died worth a million
and a half. He was often wounded, and people had the idea he
could not be shot.” As the merchants of Shanghai turned to Ward
to protect their city, an expedition of 41 warships, 143 troop
transports, and 16,800 British, French, Sikh and Indian troops
was advancing on Peking to enforce the Treaty of Tientsin and
place Western resident ministers in the capital of the Central
Kingdom. When the Chinese executed some twenty captured members
of the allied expedition, Lord Elgin, in October 1860, ordered
the destruction of the Ch’ing Emperor’s magnificent summer
palace just to the northwest of Peking. Charles George Gordon,
a young captain of the British Royal Engineers, helping to
direct the destruction of that complex of two hundred buildings,
wrote home to his mother: [We] went out, and, after pillaging
it, burned the whole place, destroying in a Vandal-like manner
most valuable property which would not be replaced for four
millions. We got upwards of £48 a-piece prize money before we
went out here; and although I have not as much as many, I have
done well. The people are civil, but I think the grandees hate
us, as they must after what we did to the Palace. You can
scarcely imagine the beauty and magnificence of the places me
burnt. It made one’s heart sore to burn them; in fact, these
palaces were so large, and we were so pressed for time, that we
could not plunder them carefully. Quantities of gold, ornaments
were burnt, considered as brass. It was wretchedly demoralizing
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work for an army. Everybody was wild for plunder.” But a month
later, a bored Gordon wrote to his sister: “My Dear Augusta, we
are all of us getting sick of Pekin, a dirtier town does not
exist. I am sure one ride thro its filthy streets ought to
content any enthusiast.” The only consolation seemed to be that,
by not arriving in China until late September, Gordon had found
himself “rather late for the amusement, which won’t vex mother.”
One can imagine that his mother, daughter of a merchant whaler,
had already had quite enough vexation from this fourth of her
five sons.
October: Dr. Samuel Kneeland, Jr. was commissioned surgeon of the 45th Massachusetts Regiment, and would serve
in that capacity in New Bern, North Carolina until the regiment was discharged during July 1863.
Captain Edward H. Faucon took charge of a screw-powered steamer, the Montgomery, in a blockade of the
harbor of Wilmington, North Carolina.
US CIVIL WAR
Meanwhile, on the other side of the globe, in the largest and longest civil war that the world had ever seen,
Wang T‘ao had written, under the pseudonym Wang Wan, to a Taiping Christian leader, proposing tactics
against the Qing military and suggesting that the westerners were not the enemy of the Taiping Kingdom. He
had proposed that the real enemy of the Chinese Christians was the Buddhist Qing government in Beijing. If
the Christian army could achieve victory over the Buddhist army led by Zeng Guofan, then the westerners
might side with the Taiping Kingdom. When the Qing army had captured Shanghai, this letter had fallen into
the hands of the Qing government and Emperor Tongzhi had ordered his arrest. Wang had taken refuge in the
British Consulate of Hong Kong. At this point four months later, in disguise, he was escorted from the British
Consulate and secreted aboard a ship. The Buddhist forces centered on Beijing would be triumphant over the
Christian Chinese forces centered on Nanking, and in consequence for the next 22 years he would be in exile
from his homeland.
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1863
R. Hart replaced H.N. Lay as Inspector-General of the Chinese Imperial Maritime Customs and by that fact
the most powerful foreigner in China. Formation of the International Settlement in Shanghai.
The Reverend Issachar J. Roberts
returned briefly to Soochow above Shanghai, which was still under
the control of the Taiping Christian Army, and from there went soon to Canton. We do not know the purpose
for this visit or what occurred in the city.
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1864
April: Since the Chinese Christian Army held only Nanjing and four outlying cities of the silk district, it was clear
that they would not be able to withstand the forces of Beijing very much longer. Therefore in this month all
the foreign-devil military adventurers were deserting their sinking ship, trying to reach the coastline of China.

.
KEY: Red = Christians
Blue = Buddhists
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June 30, Thursday: In besieged Nanjing, the ailing younger-brother-of-Jesus-Christ leader of the Chinese Christian
Tai-p’ing T’ien-kuo or “Central Kingdom of Great Peace” movement, Hung Hsiu Ch’üan
,
who had repeatedly refused to provision his capitol against siege and had repeatedly refused to exit while
he still could, at this point killed himself by swallowing gold leaf.24

MILLENNIALISM

CHINA

24. Or so the sources say. But I simply do not understand. I do not understand how one might kill oneself with such a substance as
gold, which I was supposing would be quite biologically inert. In a healthy young person, I would suppose off the top of my gourd,
the ingestion of quantities of gold leaf would merely cause a balling up of the leaf in the intestines, and any quantity of this would
pass through the body as pellets. –Perhaps, in an ailing, elderly person, if the gold leaf were accompanied by quantities of opium,
an opium coma might result, and in addition to the constipation which is a normal concomitant of opium consumption, one’s
absorption of nutrients might be somewhat retarded? I don’t know, I’m clueless, and I remain clueless after interrogating any number
of knowledgeable Chinese on this topic. In such a case, I would suppose, the OD of opium would be what would be doing the real
work of suicide, and the primary function of the gold leaf, it would seem, would be to mark the death as an important death? –
Obviously, I’m guessing here.
(Here’s a thought. Sterling Seagrave suggests that causing someone to swallow gold leaf was a common enough method for murder
in China at this time, but, he states, the gold did its work slowly and the process was agonizing. He indicates that the gold leaf method
was thus not a good one for purposes of suicide, that for suicide the overdose of opium was much to be preferred. Does Seagrave
know what he is talking about or is he merely blowing smoke up our butts?)
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July 19, Tuesday: Jeanne qui pleure et Jean qui rit, an operetta by Jacques Offenbach to words of Nuitter and Tréfeu,
was performed for the initial time, at Bad Ems.
The longest and bloodiest Civil War of which we have ever had any information, the rebellion that had begun
in China in 1850, reached a culmination as the Confucian and Buddhist forces of the Ch’ing emperor in Beijing
recaptured Nanjing, capital of the Tai-p’ing T’ien-kuo or “Central Kingdom of Great Peace.” The ailing leader
Hung Hsiu Ch’üan
, younger brother of Jesus Christ or not, had already offed himself, and now
some 100,000 of his fellow Chinese Christian were following him to the grave. Approximately 10,000
Christians were alive as of the fall of the city, so many that it would require the following three days, July 20,
July 21, and July 22, for the Beijing forces to exterminate them all.25

July 30, Saturday: A Prelude for organ op.19 no.2 was performed for the initial time, by its composer John Knowles
Paine, at the Boston Music Hall.
When the town of Chambersburg, Pennsylvania failed to produce a ransom of $500,000, Confederate terrorists
burned it to the ground.
As the colonel of Holcombe’s legion Stephen Elliott had been ordered to Petersburg (which is to the south of
Richmond, Virginia), where he was soon promoted to Brigadier-General and assigned to the command of N.G.
Evans’s old brigade, which included that legion. He served actively in the defense of Petersburg, his brigade,
a part of Bushrod Johnson’s division, holding that important part of the line selected by the Federals as the
point to be mined. Federal sappers had tunneled under the Confederate lines, and blew a hole 50 meters long,
25. By way of contrast, during WWII the city, again a capital, would be just chockablock with refugees when the Japanese Army
arrived, and so in the re-rape of Nanjing during the 20th Century approximately twice as many civilians would be put to the bayonet.

WORLD WAR II
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20 meters wide and 10 meters deep (the day would produce a total of 5,200 casualties). Two of Elliott’s
regiments, the 18th and 22d, occupied the works blown up on this morning, and the immense displacement of
earth which formed the crater maimed and buried 278 of his men. A hopelessly bungled attempt by the
northerners to exploit their breach would be deemed the “Battle of the Crater.” Fighting to defend the crater,
Elliott was seriously wounded.26
US CIVIL WAR
Meanwhile, in liberated Nanjing, the body of the leader of the Chinese Christian Tai-p’ing T’ien-kuo or
“Heavenly Kingdom of Great Peace”
movement, Hung Hsiu Ch’üan
, was being
discovered in a sewer attired in imperial yellow satin embroidered with dragons (both this particular color and
this particular figure were of course in China reserved to the emperor). The head, bald, with gray mustache,
was detached, and then the remainder of the corpse was cut into pieces and burned.27

26. This is not the Professor Stephen Elliott of South Carolina whose botany textbook Henry Thoreau consulted, but his grandson.
27. Presumably this would have served a variety of purposes. The head could go to Beijing to certify to this rebel’s actual demise.
The skull might at some point surface in the collectors’ market as having been preserved as a memento by one or another general.
The body of course would need to be disposed of in such a manner as to ensure that there would be no sacred relics, and also,
presumably, in such manner as to recover the gold leaf from the interior of the corpse.
THE MARKET FOR HUMAN BODY PARTS
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1865
Founding of the Kiangnan Arsenal in Shanghai.

The Growth of the White Community in Shanghai
1844

50

1846

134

1848

159

1849

175

1850

210

1851

265

1854

250

1860

569

1865

5,129 (due to foreign troops fighting the Taipings)

CHINESE CIVIL WAR
CHINA
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1868
At this point the central government in Beijing had managed to exterminate the last significant vestiges28 of
the vicious Taiping millennialist Christian culture of the Pai Shang-ti Hui or God Worshipers’ Society which
once had dominated the culture of South China, and which had created the longest (since like 1850) and
bloodiest (some 25,000,000 deaths) Civil War in the history of the world — although in the course of this long
campaign it had become so weakened that the Forbidden City inside its high wall at the core of Beijing would
never again be able to summon the allegiance of the entire Central Kingdom.29
CHINESE CIVIL WAR
Michael Baxter, who had no idea what had been going on in China, and no interest in what had been going on
in China, had claimed the Battle of Armageddon30 was to take place during this year (Abanes, Richard. ENDTIME VISIONS. NY: Four Walls Eight Windows, 1998, page 338;
McIver, Tom. THE END OF THE WORLD: AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY. Jefferson NC: McFarlane & Co.,
1999 #349).
MILLENNIALISM

28. It is necessary to add the modifier “significant” because in fact there is a direct line of continuity between some of the abandoned
beleaguered Christian military formations in rural areas, which were never chased down and destroyed by the Qing armies,
and 20th-Century rogue formations active in SouthEast China today, who are acting as protectors of the drug production there!
29. Were you wondering why it happens to be the case that in the 1990s, the Communists of the PRC consider the proper place for
a Chinese Christian to be in a prison labor camp for life without the possibility of parole? —The Central Committee has reason to
know what Christians are like when they begin to become obstreperous. —They consider that they themselves had their origination
as these rural peasant Han Chinese Christian superpatriots of the 19th Century! The Tai-p’ings did have a useful list of rigorous
prohibitions: they tolerated no prostitution or divorce in their Kingdom of Heaven, they tolerated no enslavement or foot-binding,
they tolerated no recreational use of opium or wine or tobacco, and of course they indulged in no gambling. They had simplified the
Chinese language, as would happen again, they had decreed equality between men and women, as would happen again, they had
held all property in common, as would happen again — some of their leaders had even proposed the development of industry and
the building of democracy. Also, however, for all that their leader had considered that he was JC’s little brother, actually he hadn’t
had much use for anything peculiar to the New Testament — such as for instance kindness, or forgiveness, or redemption. Instead
his “Christianity” had been long on obedience, and proper worshipfulness, and his dad he construed as the Lord of vengeance. Had
he been a commie? —a Quaker advocate of the Peace Testimony he most definitely had not been.

THE QUAKER PEACE TESTIMONY

30.Armageddon = the place (possibly to be identified with Har Megiddo, the Mount of Megiddo, near Tel Aviv, near which many
battles were fought) designated in Revelation 16:16 as the scene of the final battle between the kings of the earth at the end of the
world.
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deal of special work product of Austin Meredith,
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of the costs of preparation. My hypercontext button
invention which, instead of creating a hypertext leap
through hyperspace —resulting in navigation problems—
allows for an utter alteration of the context within
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being viewed, is claimed as proprietary to Austin
Meredith — and therefore freely available for use by
all. Limited permission to copy such files, or any
material from such files, must be obtained in advance
in writing from the “Stack of the Artist of Kouroo”
Project, 833 Berkeley St., Durham NC 27705. Please
contact the project at <Kouroo@kouroo.info>.
“It’s all now you see. Yesterday won’t be over until
tomorrow and tomorrow began ten thousand years ago.”
– Remark by character “Garin Stevens”
in William Faulkner’s INTRUDER IN THE DUST
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ARRGH AUTOMATED RESEARCH REPORT
GENERATION HOTLINE

This stuff presumably looks to you as if it were generated by a
human. Such is not the case. Instead, someone has requested that
we pull it out of the hat of a pirate who has grown out of the
shoulder of our pet parrot “Laura” (as above). What these
chronological lists are: they are research reports compiled by
ARRGH algorithms out of a database of modules which we term the
Kouroo Contexture (this is data mining). To respond to such a
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request for information we merely push a button.

Commonly, the first output of the algorithm has obvious
deficiencies and we need to go back into the modules stored in
the contexture and do a minor amount of tweaking, and then we
need to punch that button again and recompile the chronology —
but there is nothing here that remotely resembles the ordinary
“writerly” process you know and love. As the contents of this
originating contexture improve, and as the programming improves,
and as funding becomes available (to date no funding whatever
has been needed in the creation of this facility, the entire
operation being run out of pocket change) we expect a diminished
need to do such tweaking and recompiling, and we fully expect
to achieve a simulation of a generous and untiring robotic
research librarian. Onward and upward in this brave new world.
First come first serve. There is no charge.
Place requests with <Kouroo@kouroo.info>. Arrgh.

